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ABSTRACT 

    Service-oriented companies mostly focus on carrying out external marketing 

which aims to provide best services to external customers. Traditionally speaking, this 

way seems to ensure higher revenue for companies. However, they are inclined to 

overlook the importance of employees who are reckoned as internal customers when 

applied to internal marketing. Nowadays, it is argued that focusing only on external 

customers would not ensure prosperity of the company. The application of internal 

marketing, clearly the opposite concept of external marketing, aims to sell the jobs 

and the company to its employees. More and more companies, especially service-

oriented ones, acknowledge that the firm itself is supposed to bring satisfaction to its 

internal customers in accord with organizational objective before delivering 

satisfaction to external customers since most financial transactions occur between 

employees and customers. Specifically speaking, behaviors of employees have direct 

influences on customers and their ensuing consuming perceptions. In this regard, 

service firms should put much more emphasis on application of internal marketing. 

 

    This study chooses Sinyi Realty as the research target in an attempt to explore its 

practices of internal marketing and ensuing performances of employee psychological 

ownership. Realty companies in Taiwan intensively compete with each other and thus 

put more emphasis on external customers. As for Sinyi Realty, a locally-developed 

and large-scale realty company, its founder and chairman Mr. Chou, Chun-Chi not 

only focuses on providing best services, but emphasizes sustainable management 

which is different from making fast money addressed by other realty companies. 

Besides, it is worth mentioning that it is the only listed realty company in Taiwan and 

has been awarded by Excellence in Corporate Social Responsibility many times. In 

this regard, this study adopts semi-structured in-depth interview to discover the real 

situation of internal marketing within the company. Most importantly, this study aims 

to explore performances of psychological ownership toward the company and the 

corporate brand among employees of Sinyi Realty. In fact, it follows two questions 

which are “how much do you feel the company is yours?” and “to what extent do you 

view the corporate brand as part of extended-self?”  

 

    According to the case analysis, application of internal marketing found in Sinyi 

Realty exerts huge influences on employee psychological ownership, and also the 

impact of other critical factors cannot be underestimated. Based on the facts and 

discussion above, there are 8 derivative propositions in total that explicitly explain the 
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relationships between internal marketing and psychological ownership; and other 3 

propositions also manifest their close relations with psychological ownership for the 

organization and the corporate brand. Though these 11 derivative propositions are not 

discreetly examined by quantitative research method, they indeed present a general 

situation of Sinyi Realty and provide different research aspects for future study. At 

last, 4 managerial implications are proposed in expectation of enhancing the degree of 

psychological ownership among employees of Sinyi Realty by means of improved 

application of internal marketing.  

 

 

Keywords: Internal Marketing, Organizational and Brand Communication, 

Employee Psychological Ownership, Sinyi Realty     
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background and Research Motives 

    In Taiwan, there are so many realty incorporations that it seems to have become a 

saturated market. In other words, it is the situation of “supply over demand”. Under 

this circumstance, every realty incorporation is trying their best to appeal the external 

customers as to take up market share as much as possible. Most of the related 

companies put an emphasis on offering the best services to external customers by 

means of external marketing; however, internal customers, who are the so-called 

employees and actually the ones that are in the front line interacting with the external 

customers, usually receive less attention and treatments from the company. But 

speaking of Sinyi Realty Incorporation (Sinyi Realty) would bring us different 

perspectives. Aside from its recognized honors and awards in terms of corporate 

governance, brand and outside services for more than two decades, it also 

performances well on the part of CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility). Most 

importantly, it thinks highly of the people-oriented spirit as the essence of the 

company. In this study, we focus more on organizational commitment out of CSR 

categories and more specifically, we want to figure out how Sinyi Realty treats its 
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internal customers (employees) and further retains them for a long time. Besides, the 

way it communicates with its employees refers to the application of internal 

marketing which aims to internally market both the job and the corporate to its 

employees (Sasser and Arbeit, 1976). Further, at the same time, we would also adopt 

employee’s perspectives to find out how they consider the practices of internal 

marketing, which refers to the state of employee psychological ownership. On this 

basis, we aim to explore the application of internal marketing and the performances of 

employee psychological ownership rooted in Sinyi Realty. 

    According to Gronroos (1984), in order to thoroughly achieve the goal of service 

marketing, it’s necessary to take internal marketing, external marketing and 

interactive marketing into account simultaneously. Apart from putting emphasis on 

external marketing strategies, employers or managers are supposed to value the 

importance and influence of internal marketing. It is argued that when employees feel 

themselves being treated as internal customers and perceive investment in their 

development by the corporate, they would be more likely to contribute themselves to 

the corporate success and brand-image improvement (Winter, 1985; Berry and 

Parasuraman, 1991; Green, Walls and Schrest, 1994; Chiang, 2009). More explicitly, 

when employers actively interact with employees and further create reciprocal 

relationship with them, employees would be more willing to actively interact with 
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external customers and voluntarily pursue the corporate’s success (George, 1990; Bak, 

Vogt, George, and Greentree, 1994). In short, effective implementation of internal 

marketing would meet the needs of employees and motivate them to become more 

customer-conscious, which ultimately leads to customer satisfaction and fulfilment of 

corporate’s objective.  

    On the other hand, we are also supposed to stress the significance of employee 

psychological ownership. After implementing the strategies of internal marketing, 

how do the employees feel and evaluate the efforts practiced by the corporate? There 

are many empirical evidences indicating that psychological ownership for the 

corporate and its brand is regarded as decisive role in producing favorable work-

related attitudes and behaviors among employees (Vandewalle, Van Dyne, and 

Kostova, 1995; Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, and Sowa, 1986; Podsakoff, 

MacKenzie, Paine, and Bachrach, 2000; Pierce, Kostova and Dirks, 2001; Van Dyne 

and Pierce, 2004; Avey, Avolio, Crossley, and Luthans, 2009; Chiang, 2009). Besides, 

employees who possessively have feelings of ownership for the corporate or its brand 

would have great likelihood to obtain positive attitude, a sense of responsibility and 

identification with the corporate’s culture and value (Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004). To 

some degree, employee psychological ownership can be seen as an indicator that 

whether the practice of internal marketing is effective throughout the corporate. 
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Accordingly, this study would adopt both primary research and secondary analysis as 

to explore the practices of internal marketing, and then interview with several 

employees to figure out the development of employee psychological ownership within 

Sinyi Realty. 

    In most of previous related studies, they aim to verify the relations of internal 

marketing and employee psychological ownership respectively with other variables 

found in the corporate. Thus, it is widely recognized that positive relations exist 

among corporate’s culture, corporate’s investment in employees, employee 

psychological ownership for the corporate and its brand, and ensuing altruistic 

behaviors (Podsakoff et al., 2000; Hatch and Schulz, 2003; Van Dyne and Pierce, 

2004; Mayhew, Ashkanasy, Bramble, and Gardner, 2007). However, there are less 

qualitative studies focusing on exploring and analyzing the practices of internal 

marketing and the performance of employee psychological ownership within certain 

corporate at the same time, let alone the case study of Sinyi Realty. In addition, 

among other realty’s companies of Taiwan, Sinyi Realty is well known as having 

conspicuous influences on the realty’s market in Taiwan, and as one of the benchmark 

company specific to service-oriented realty industry. In this regard, deeply exploring 

the components and practices of internal marketing and examining the performance of 
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employee psychological ownership within Sinyi Realty can manifest the research 

value of this study.  

1.2 Research Objectives and Questions 

    According to the research motives discussed above, this study aims to meet 

following research objectives: 

(1) By reviewing the related theories and based on the 4 components of internal 

marketing proposed by this study, we would like to explore the practices of 

internal marketing established in Sinyi Realty. 

(2) In terms of the effects of internal marketing, we would like to investigate the 

ensuing performances of employee psychological ownership for the corporate 

and its brand.  

(3) Based on the facts and evidences from interview materials, this study aims to 

explore the relationships between practices of internal marketing and 

performances of employee psychological ownership.  

 

According to the research objectives, there are also three research questions 

pertaining to this study: 

(1) What impacts do the practices of internal marketing have on psychological 

ownership for the company and corporate brand among employees? 
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(2) How do employees express their feelings of ownership for the company and 

corporate brand in practice?  

(3) Are there any other factor that brings influence on performances of employee 

psychological ownership as well? 

1.3 Research Framework  

    This study proposes the framework discussed below. According to figure 1, 

research framework is divided into two parts and has one causal relation between 

internal marketing and employee psychological ownership. Firstly, this study focuses 

on the implementation of internal marketing occurred in Sinyi Realty and specific to 

internal customers (Sasser and Arbeit, 1976) who are the so-called employees. Based 

on the literature review, internal marketing consists of 4 dimensions, including 

investment in employee development, corporate culture, organizational 

communication and brand communication. Among these 4 dimensions, the two prior 

dimensions could be seen as products that are prepared to sell, and the other two as 

marketing strategies whereby the employers could be more capable of selling out the 

products to the internal customers. In this regard, we would like to figure out how 

Sinyi Realty carries out the practices of internal marketing and what the respondents’ 

reflections are on the effect of internal marketing.  
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As for the other part of this research framework, the performances of employee 

psychological ownership is based on the application of internal marketing. 

Specifically, we would like to put emphasis on the transformation of psychological 

ownership directed at employees during their employment in Sinyi Realty. Besides, 

when it comes to psychological ownership specific to employees, the one that mostly 

taken into account is organizational psychological ownership. However in this study, 

apart from organizational psychological ownership, we would also explore the 

performances of brand psychological ownership among employees. As a benchmark 

company offering realty’s services, Sinyi Realty has become a brand not only to the 

external customers, but to the internal customers as well. Therefore, the role of brand 

psychological ownership manifests its importance when referring to employee 

psychological ownership found in service companies.  

 

Figure 1. Research Framework of Present Study 
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1.4 Significance of Study 

    This study aims to explore the practices of internal marketing and performances 

of employee psychological ownership within Sinyi Realty. As mentioned above, Sinyi 

Realty is widely recognized as a benchmark company in terms of realty field. 

Founded in 1987, its growth has been nonstop and it finally has become a well-known 

realty brand in public. Until now, there are over 4,000 employees working for Sinyi 

Realty. In 2013, it had been chosen to be the first place of Excellence of Corporate 

Social Responsibility under the category of median-sized enterprises. According to 

the chairman Mr. Chou, Chun-Chi, Sinyi Realty would make efforts to provide the 

best services and reach the objective of sustainable operation in the long run. Further, 

it’s worth mentioning that whether the best services are made almost relies on its 

employees, especially those in the front-line. On this basis, how does Sinyi Realty 

keep satisfying its external customers on one hand, and effectively communicate and 

interact with its internal customers on the other? It is argued that well-functioned 

internal exchange relationship and interaction within an organization is the key to the 

corporate’s success in the external market (George, 1990; Bak et al., 1994). As a 

result, exploring and analyzing the current situation of implementing internal 

marketing within Sinyi Realty can be seen as useful and practical reference for other 
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service-oriented companies when applying internal marketing.     

    In most qualitative studies regarding internal marketing, those focus on 

illustrating the practices of organizational communication would rarely put emphasis 

on brand communication at the same time. When the corporate has to interact with 

external customers, establishing and building the brand image toward the public is an 

integral part of operating successful corporate. Thus, it is argued that well-arranged 

internal brand communication would not only improve employee’s brand knowledge 

and spirit, but also motivate them to produce favorable work attitudes and behaviors 

toward the corporate’s brand. (Harris and de Chernatony, 2001; Hatch and Schulz, 

2003; Burmann and Zeplin, 2005). Accordingly, exploring both organizational 

communication and brand communication strategies is more likely to have a holistic 

view of practicing internal marketing within certain corporate. In addition to stressing 

the role of internal communication, it’s also necessary to emphasize psychological 

ownership from the perspective of employees. In general, the concept of 

organizational psychological ownership has been widely discussed and recognized as 

a critical indicator of positive work-related attitudes and behaviors (Podsakoff et al., 

2000; Pierce et al., 2001; Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004). Nevertheless, in terms of brand 

psychological ownership, there are much more less studies on this topic, let alone 

found in the qualitative researches. As demonstrated by Chiang (2009), employees 
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who possess feelings of ownership for the corporate’s brand would be more likely to 

have positive attitude toward the brand, identify corporate’s brand image with their 

self-image extension, and voluntarily defend the corporate’s brand. Accordingly, 

taking both organizational and brand psychological ownership into account would be 

essential as to have a deeper and comprehensive understanding of employee 

psychological ownership for the corporate as a whole.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Internal Marketing 

    Traditionally speaking, service-oriented corporates always regard the customers 

as the imperative for sales success, which at the same time enhances the importance 

of external marketing strategies. However, countless examples have been showing 

that focusing on the external customers would not ensure prosperity of the corporates. 

According to Sasser and Arbeit (1976), the service sector must acknowledge its most 

critical productive resources coming from the employees which are the keys to 

success. Moreover, the concept of selling jobs (products) to employees (customers) 

had also been addressed (Sasser and Arbeit, 1976; Berry, 1981). Service firms have 

much more chances to interact with so-called customers in external market, and most 

financial transactions occur between employees and customers. Accordingly, 

behaviors of employees (quality of services) have direct influences on interactions 

with customers and ensuing consuming perception derived from customers. Here we 

can see the necessity of employee’s excellent performances to the success in external 

market; in other words, the success to external market bases on the effective 

implementation of internal marketing designed for the employees (Amstrong and 
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Kotler, 1991) that would encourage them to feel like improving their working 

performances. Apparently, customer satisfaction is mostly driven from those 

employees who has been through the application of internal marketing (Tansuhaj, 

Randall & McCullough, 1988).  

Found in the internal market, employees who are deemed as internal customers 

are the primary characters in the process of internal marketing. Before delivering 

satisfaction to external customers, the firm itself is supposed to bring satisfaction to its 

internal customers in advance in accord with organizational objective (Berry, 1981; 

Hsiao, 1997). Once the internal marketing plan, which aims to develop products and 

finally sell to internal customers, has been established, the firm is much more likely to 

attract, motivate and even retain those internal customers whose needs have been 

satisfied and at last ends up becoming customer-conscious employees (Gronroos, 

1985; Berry and Parasuraman, 1991; Piercy and Morgan, 1991; Cahill, 1996; Pfeffer 

and Veiga, 1999). Aside from selling jobs as part of internal marketing, the concept of 

promoting and marketing organization’s mission and vision toward the employees 

(Gronroos, 1981; Chang, 2004) is as important as career development. Accordingly, 

both of the “products” (human resources management and organizational dynamics) 

are imperatives for achieving effective internal marketing plan (Conduit and 

Mavondo, 2001) within a service-oriented organization.  
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    Service-oriented corporates have most relevance to the idea of internal marketing 

because their employees are required to deliver excellent services to the external 

customers, which leads to satisfaction among the customers and effective external 

marketing as well (Foreman and Money, 1995). To those service firms, the employees 

are supposed to undergo the training process and also be motivated as to dedicate 

themselves to offering best services to the customers (Amstrong and Kotler, 1991). 

George and Gronroos (1991) describe that not only do the employees who are directly 

exposed to external customers receive the training and experience related activities, 

but the rest of employees within the service firm has to have the same experiences 

made by internal marketing. Further, for the sake of effectively managing different 

functional departments within one service corporate, employees at all levels are 

supposed to learn and identify operation and core values embedded in the corporate 

through internal marketing, which ensures the service-oriented performances done by 

customer-conscious employees (George, 1990). Besides, Gummesson (1987) brings 

up the concept of “part-time marketer” that every employee aside from those in the 

front-line is indirectly taking the role of marketer when interacting with external 

customers. Consequently, the internal marketing plan is essential for employees to 

equip themselves with customer-and-service consciousness.  

    Within the organization which carries out the internal marketing plan, countless 
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internal exchanges occurred among the employees and between the organization and 

its employees as well. Effectively dealing with those internal exchanges would be the 

imperative for generating successful external exchanges (George, 1990). Through 

internal marketing and following internal exchanges, the organizational resources 

would be gradually rearranged and best allocated within the organization, which is 

highly related to effective internal exchanges created for all the internal stakeholders 

(Bak et al., 1994). As long as the internal exchanges are well managed, the 

performance of exchanges with external markets would meet or go beyond 

expectation and finally achieves organizational objective.   

    The practice of internal marketing is executed within the organization and its 

outcome and performance definitely have huge impact on either the organization itself 

or all the internal stakeholders. This fact can be seen in support of the argument that 

employees at all levels are supposed to thoroughly understand the organizational 

operation and objective, acknowledge the importance of the roles they take and 

appreciate the values of internal marketing plan (Winter, 1985; George and Gronroos, 

1991; George, 1990), with which the employees are much more capable of delivering 

services with the ingrained spirit of the organization’s core values (Johnson, Scheuing 

& Gaida, 1986). Since all the employees (internal customers) working in certain 

organization primarily consist of the internal market, the organization must make 
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efforts to effectively communicate with its employees through internal marketing 

(Flipo, 1986). In addition, the organization also needs to communicate its mission and 

vision to their internal customers with the intention of equipping them with explicit 

organizational core value when interacting with external market (Johnson et al., 

1986). In this regard, well-arranged organizational communication is the key to the 

success of internal marketing.  

In the area of competitive service market, corporate’s brand takes an essential 

role in achieving the success in the external market (Berry, 2000; Lovelock and 

Wright, 2002). Mitchell (2002) once said that the corporate works hard to tell their 

external customers why it is out of the ordinary, but do its employees know about this 

brand message as well? Further, if the employees receive external brand messages 

different from what they’ve learned in the organization, there would be the emergence 

of cognitive inconsistence among employees which may confuse them and end up 

threatening the corporate’s brand (Mitchell, 2002). Accordingly, it’s necessary for the 

corporate to get its employees accurately informed regarding brand knowledge, and 

further identify brand’s position and value (Berry, 2000; Mangini, 2002; Huang and 

Huang, 2009). Berry and Parasuraman (1991) were the first scholars discussing the 

causal relation between internal marketing and internal branding. They observe the 

fact that the corporate could make the employees understand the brand’s value 
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through the application of internal marketing as to achieve the expectation of internal 

branding. As a result, each corporate must aim to actively and effectively 

communicate its brand characteristic and value to its employees as to ensure that their 

attitudes and behaviors are consistent with brand values. In this regard, brand 

communication is the indispensable component of successfully carrying out internal 

marketing.    

    Based on the fact discussed above, internal marketing is a marketing-like activity 

that aims to sell the job and the organization itself to its internal customers who are 

employees actually (Berry, 1981; Gronroos, 1981). Further, to let internal marketing 

exert its influence on internal customers in an attempt to develop customer-conscious 

employees and create an organizational environment in support of such 

implementation, strategic organizational and brand communication can be seen as 

imperatives for effectively implementing internal marketing (Gronroos, 1985; 

Johnson and Seymour, 1985; Winter, 1985). Accordingly, in the following section, we 

would turn to focusing on the products (investment in employee development and 

corporate’s core value and culture) and the marketing strategies (organizational 

communication and brand communication) designed for the internal customers and 

found in the essences of internal marketing. 
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2.1.1 Investment in Employee Development 

    Two types of employee-organization relationships (Tsui, Pearce, Porter & 

Tripoli, 1997; Aryee, Budhwar & Chen, 2002) had been identified that involve 

balanced relationship between employers and employees. The first one, which has 

been termed as quasi-spot-contract (Tsui et al., 1995), may be easily found in the past 

or in specific industries where it is regarded as pure economic exchange. Not 

surprisingly, these employers don’t expect a long-term employment relationship and 

only offer economic inducements to the employees in exchange of well-specified 

contributions. Though this relationship/exchange type might be appropriate for some 

jobs, neither employer nor employee would do more beyond the specified activities. 

As such, narrow and close-ended obligations are the main characteristics found in the 

quasi-spot-contract relationship.  

The other type of employment relationship, in contrast, includes both economic 

and social exchange which entails unspecified and open-ended obligations on both the 

employers and employees (Blau, 1986; Tsui et al., 1997). In this exchange 

relationship, an employer would like to firstly provide more inducements and 

treatments to its employees, with the expectation that what they invest in employees 

are needed to be reciprocated to certain extent in the near future. The concept of social 

exchange highlights the importance of mutual and mature relationship between the 
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organization and its employees (Blau, 1964; Eisenberger et al., 1986) where the 

treatments given by an employer is go beyond the monetary rewards. Once the 

employees recognize and perceive the existence of and their involvement in the 

investment in employee development (Eisenberger et al., 1986; Lee and Bruvold, 

2003), the employees show great disposition to job satisfaction, intent to stay with the 

organization and further organizational citizenship behavior (Wayne, Shore & Liden, 

1997; Podsakoff et al., 2000; Lee and Bruvold, 2003; Van Dyne et al., 2004). As such, 

it has been generally noted that positive social exchange is reliant on voluntary 

actions and can result in mutual benefits and trust among employers and employees 

(Blau, 1964; Pearce and Peters, 1985; Tsui et al., 1997; Aryee et al., 2002). On this 

basis, working environment to be provided with high quality exchange relationships 

can be well established, in which employees would reciprocate in a positive, mutual 

and beneficial way with the intention to respond to treatment and investment provided 

by the organization (Settoon, Bennett & Liden, 1996; Chen and Klimoski, 2003).  

    Accordingly, the fact that organizational investment in employee development 

would motivate employees to reciprocate through desirable work-related attitude and 

altruistic behaviors has been generally accepted (Graen and Cashman, 1975; Haas and 

Deseran, 1981; Wayne et al., 1997; Flynn, 2005). Discovered from proved findings, 

investment in employee development, which can be seen as part of “soft” and “high 
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commitment” Human Resource Management practice (Storey, 1989; Legge, 1995; 

Gould-Williams and Davies, 2005), indicates that employers have trust in employees 

and then the latter would be positively encouraged to generate mutual benefits and 

trust among all people inside the organization (Lin, 2007). Several related HRM and 

investment in employee development practices are suggested, including (1) greater 

worker empowerment and involvement in decision making processes; (2) training 

programs that offer employee opportunities to gain task-related skills and personal 

development; (3) team-working activities where ideas are pooled and creative 

solutions encouraged; and (4) provision of adequate reward packages commensurate 

with worker effort (Delery and Doty, 1996; Pfeffer, 1998; Marchington and Grugulis, 

2000; Gould-Williams and Davies, 2005). 

2.1.2 Corporate Culture  

    When it comes to the operation of corporates, the well-established corporate 

culture would be considered the most important component of it. As it has been 

addressed by Peters and Waterman (1982) in their book that any equipment, technique 

or comprehensive strategy has less influence than the impact of applying corporate 

culture. As such, corporate culture has been generally seen as the fundamental and 

useful solution to the latent problems found in the corporate; further, corporate 

dynamics are highly reliant on its corporate culture in which it can turn the challenges 
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facing corporates to the opportunities (Seetoo, 2001). Benchmark corporate comprises 

several essential factors and one of which is the formation of corporate culture that 

attracts and even retains excellent employees (Safferstone, 2001), then would end up 

encouraging employees to identify corporate vision and core value, and thus generate 

sense of belonging to the corporate (Ashforth and Mael, 1989; Masterson and 

Stamper, 2003). Generally speaking, corporate culture refers to a supporting and 

complicated system that shares meanings and values among all the members, which 

makes the corporate distinct from others and further enhances the degree of 

identification with the corporate by its employees (Tunstall, 1985; Levin, 2000; 

Ostroff, Kinicki & Tamkins, 2003).  

    Well-organized and widely recognized corporate culture can be seen as “product” 

in terms of internal marketing that aims to sell to internal customers within the 

organization (Berry, 1981; Gronroos, 1981; Conduit & Mavondo, 2001). Within the 

context of corporate culture, those employees who have accepted the “product” would 

form their organizational and corporate identity (Hatch and Schultz, 1997). The fact 

of identification with certain corporate culture is not merely limited to the idea of 

corporate identity, while social identity and organizational identity also make 

contributions to it. As Cornelissen, Haslam & Balmer (2007) had described “…a 

social identity can be grounded in organizational group membership and hence be an 
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organizational identity, and organizational identity can relate to a corporate entity and 

inform the perceptions and interaction of its stakeholders and hence be a corporate 

identity.” Extended from this basis, researches in social identity emphasize that 

employees who identify with corporate culture would voluntarily generate 

commitment to the group and organization (Meyer, Becker & Van Dick, 2006; Hirst, 

Van Dick & Van Knippenberg, 2009). Similarly, having identification with the value 

and vision of the organization/corporate, employees are more willing to show support 

for the organizational objective, which may result in the appearance of altruistic spirit 

and favorable behavior for the organization/corporate (Smidts, Pruyn & Van Riel, 

2001; Meyer et al., 2006; Hirst et al., 2009). In this regard, corporate has to find ways 

effectively communicating its corporate culture and vision to its employees for the 

sake of encouraging them to generate sense of belonging to and commit themselves to 

the corporate based on their identification with the corporate. 

2.1.3 Organizational Communication  

    Traditionally, two and more than two people can create group communication 

(Bales & Strodtbeck, 1951). While group communication occurs in the context of 

organizations, this phenomena can be seen as organizational communication. 

Combined and based on the definitions suggested by other scholars (Kang and 

Chuang, 1993; Jones, Watson, Gardner and Gallois, 2004), organizational 
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communication is a process that delivers and communicates opinions, facts, values, 

attitudes and emotions to people in certain organization through appropriate 

communication channels, with which this process can not only improve 

understandings and create consensus among the members, but coordinate each one’s 

efforts and satisfy the needs of the members. According to Scott and Mitchell (1976), 

organizational communication has its functions, such as representation of emotions, 

morale encouragement, dissemination of information and mission control; further, 

well-arranged organizational communication can be regarded as stimulus for 

enhancing work efficiency. Most importantly, it’s necessary to figure out what are the 

essential components of doing effective organizational communication. Four essences 

include frequency of communication, channels and types for disseminating 

information, the impact of form and content on strategy use, and flow direction of 

communication (Harold, 1965; Rogers and Agarwala-Rogers, 1976; Richard, Monge 

and Russell, 1977; Krone, Jablin and Putnam, 1987). Together with these four 

communicative pillars, the emergence of effective organizational communication is 

expected. As such, applied to the context of corporate, organizational communication 

is glue that connects all the employees and ends up achieving ultimate goal of the 

corporate.  

    Based on the perspectives from Shannon and Weaver (1949), a typical model of 
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communication comprises five elements, including sender, receiver, message, channel 

and feedback. At the same time, through the work of encoder and decoder, the 

communication process is basically completed. However, along the process of 

communication, there are different kinds of noises facing the sender and receiver. In 

terms of internal marketing, when the noises occur in the corporate, especially 

between the employer and its internal customers, then conflict is around the corner. 

But if the organization (the sender) can make good use of communication mechanism, 

its internal customers (the receiver) would be inclined to give positive feedback to 

their employers, which avoids the emergence of communicative crisis and even 

creates opportunity for the relationship between employer and its employee (Yu, 

2006; Muffet-Willett and Kruse, 2008).  

    Generally speaking, process of effective organizational communication is full of 

dynamics and interactions that could be found in certain organization or corporate. In 

terms of communicative channel, there are basically two different types which are 

formal communication and informal communication (Lee, 1999). The establishment 

of formal communication follows the line of authority which corresponds to hierarchy 

built in the organization; informal communication occurs when information and 

messages are transmitted in private among organizational members without hierarchy 

involved. In addition, formal communication includes 4 different types of flow 
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direction of information, which are downward communication, upward 

communication, horizontal communication and diagonal communication, among 

which impact of different functions and efficacy on organizational communication 

and operation is conspicuous (Dessler, 1977; Goldhaber, 1979; Davis, 1985). Though 

formal communication takes larger part of the organizational communication system, 

the use of informal communication is of importance because it is complementary to 

formal communication and helps to improve relations between internal members to 

create supportive atmosphere in the organization. As for the structure design of 

organizational communication, there are basically three primary types of 

communication structure, which are chain, wheel and all-channel network found in 

the organization (Robbins and Judge, 2001). Each structure has its pros and cons 

when it applies to different organizations or corporates, and this is also a fact that can 

be understood in the use of communicative channels.  

Accordingly, given of the impact of functions derived from different 

communicative channels and structures, every organization or corporate is supposed 

to adopt suitable communication strategies corresponding to the implementation of 

internal marketing. In other words, based on the external and internal contexts then, 

it’s necessary for the organization to choose its appropriate communication strategy 

complex in accord with the objective of internal marketing. In this regard, the whole 
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process of organizational communication would be full of dynamics, in which 

interactions among all members are intensive and thus the organizational objective is 

more achievable. In short, effective internal marketing can’t be achieved without 

applying well-arranged organizational communication.  

2.1.4 Brand Communication 

    As discussed above, communication plays a crucial and decisive role in 

effectively managing the operation of organizations. It has been noted that many 

organizational problems could be attributed to insufficient communication between 

the organization and its employees (Maier, 1967). In terms of internal marketing, 

employers aim to sell the job and the organization to their internal customers in an 

attempt to lift the extent to which internal customers identify with the organization or 

corporate. Based on this argument, corporates are supposed to focus on 

communicating its brand’s knowledge and value to its employees as to engender 

congruent brand perception among them (Smidts et al., 2001; Hatch & Schultz, 2003; 

Chiang, 2009). Specifically, this is the application of brand communication to the 

management of internal marketing, which is regarded as a key instrument to the 

success of internal branding (Punjasri and Wilson, 2007). Simply speaking, brand 

communication is part of the essential function found in the implementation of 

internal branding (Bergstrom, Blumenthal and Crothers, 2002; Mahnert and Torres, 
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2007). In the past, most of the superiors and managers in service-oriented firms 

focused on selling the brand to the external customers who are seen as the target 

audiences of marketing campaigns. However, it is employees (internal customers) that 

deliver corporate’s brand value to external customers, which could be inferred that 

corporates need to first explain and disseminate essential brand messages to their 

employees through brand communication consistently. On this basis, Mitchell (2002) 

argues that “it’s a fact of business that if employees don’t care about or understand 

their company’s brands, they will ultimately weaken their organizations.”  

    Three objectives of internal branding had been identified by Bergstrom et al. 

(2002), which are (1) communicating the brand effectively to the employees; (2) 

convincing them of its relevance and worth; and (3) successfully linking every job in 

the organization to delivery of the “brand essence”. Accordingly, it indicates that these 

three facts all direct to the important question that how the corporate effectively 

communicates its brand value and delivers vital brand messages to its internal 

customers. In addition, brand communication has been recognized as the key factor of 

success and failure in internal branding (Bergstrom et al., 2002; Mahnert and Torres, 

2007). Suggested by Bergstrom et al. (2002), four elements of brand communication 

include leader example, high frequency, multiple channels and environmental 

management. In this regard, those who are in charge of brand communication within a 
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corporate are supposed to actively interact with employees (Harris and de Chernatony, 

2001) and then deliver brand values to them, which would encourage employees to 

have positive attitudes toward the brand (Chiang, 2009). Besides, in order to motivate 

employees to identify and even internalize corporate’s brand, it’s necessary to take 

brand communication as a long-term strategy rather than one-time campaign, in the 

expectation that brand messages would end up being woven into the fabric of the 

corporate (Bergstrom et al., 2002; Mitchell, 2002). As for communicative channels, 

not only are the channels supposed to be diverse and multiple, but the formation of 

two-way communication is considered to be essential in enhancing the consistency of 

brand perceptions among employees (Harris and de Chernatony, 2001) and also 

assessing how accurately the communication has been understood (Robbins, 1991). 

However, Mitchell (2002) addressed that when new advertisement or brand 

achievement is going to be disseminated internally, those who are in charge of the 

brand always tell employees what to do, rather than marketing the brand concept and 

value to customer-service representatives. Conversely, under the process of brand 

management, a corporate is supposed to adopt brand communication to implicitly 

deliver brand-related norm, value and vision to its employees, which would positively 

engender altruistic spirit toward the brand among employees (Bergstrom et al., 2002; 

Chiang, 2009). Therefore, brand communication can be recognized as useful and 
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decisive strategy in the context of internal marketing.  

 

2.2 Employee Psychological Ownership 

    Feelings of possession for tangible or intangible objects are ubiquitous, and also 

refer to extension of self-concept based on the specific target (Furby, 1978). The term 

“psychological ownership” was first identified by Pierce, Rubenfeld and Morgan 

(1991) and then explicitly defined as “a state of mind in which individuals feel as 

though the target of ownership (material or immaterial) or a piece of it is ‘theirs.’” 

(Pierce, Kostova and Dirks, 2001) Further, Pierce et al. (2001) proposed three facts of 

psychological ownership, including (1) the feeling of ownership is innately human; 

(2) psychological ownership can occur toward both tangible and intangible objects; 

and (3) psychological ownership has important emotional, attitudinal and behavioral 

effects on those that experience ownership. According to these facts above, 

psychological ownership is an attitude comprising of both cognitive and affective 

constructs (Pierce et al., 2003). Take a normal phrase for example. “This is my 

computer!” clearly indicates that both cognitive and affective information are found in 

this phrase based on affective judgment and abstract belief. It is also argued that 

perceived possessive feelings would engender affect-driven behaviors (Van Dyne and 

Pierce, 2004). In this regard, psychological ownership is different from other kinds of 
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attitudes that only focus on cognitive feelings of possession, in particular those found 

in the organization or corporate. In terms of psychological ownership, it also 

emphasizes the emotional attachment to certain target. Most importantly, these two 

essences embedded in psychological ownership respond to the argument that 

psychological ownership satisfies three basic human needs: having a place (a sense of 

belonging), efficacy and effectance, and self-identity (Pierce et al., 2001). When 

taking the organizational context into account, psychological ownership usually 

applies to employees who experience ownership for the organization (Chi and Han, 

2008), and at the same time asks the question “How much do I feel this organization 

is mine?” (Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004). However, organizational psychological 

ownership is not the only one state of ownership found in an organization or 

corporate, the other one is possessive feeling toward corporate brand. As such, when 

employees possess a positive sense of feelings toward the corporate brand, it signals 

the emergence of brand psychological ownership among employees (Chiang, 2009). 

Accordingly, based on the above arguments, we would focus on the illustrations of 

organizational psychological ownership and brand psychological ownership in the 

following section.  

2.2.1 Organizational Psychological Ownership and Brand Psychological Ownership 

    Both the emergence of organizational psychological ownership and brand 
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psychological ownership occur in the minds of employees within an organization or 

corporate. In terms of organizational psychological ownership, it is widely confirmed 

that it positively correlates with work-related attitudes and behaviors (Vandewalle, 

Van Dyne, and Kostova, 1995; Eisenberger et al., 1986; Podsakoff et al., 2000; Pierce 

et al., 2001; Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004; Avey et al., 2009). Thus, organizational 

psychological ownership can be seen as contributor to the relation between the 

organization and its members. Based on and extended from research on organizational 

psychological ownership, brand psychological ownership comparably refers to the 

state of mind in which employees acquire feelings of possession and further 

experience psychological ownership for the corporate brand (Chiang, 2009). Also, 

Chiang addresses that brand psychological ownership would lead to positive brand 

behaviors, and verifies its mediating role found in the relation between corporate 

branding and positive brand behaviors. Accordingly, both organizational 

psychological ownership and brand psychological ownership exert positive influence 

on work outcomes at individual and organizational level.  

     As discussed above, both organizational and brand psychological ownerships 

are not only created in the context of organization or corporate, but their effects on the 

formation of positive work attitudes and behaviors are significant. However, some 

disparities still exist between them. Firstly, in terms of satisfying basic needs for 
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human (employee), employees with organizational ownership are able to meet the 

needs of having a sense of place, possessing feelings of efficacy and expressing self-

identity in the organizational setting (Pierce et al., 2001). On the other hand, it is 

argued that brand psychological ownership is produced in an attempt to satisfy the 

needs, including a sense of belonging toward the corporate brand, feelings of efficacy 

and effectance for the corporate brand, and corporate brand image extension (Chiang, 

2009). As such, when employees possess feelings of belonging toward corporate 

brand, it indicates that employees feel tangible and intangible object (e.g., corporate 

brand) as “Mine” or “Ours” (Pierce et al., 2001). When putting ourselves in the 

context of home, we don’t regard home as an object, but being part of us instead 

(Heidegger, 1967); similarly, when employees possessively experience ownership for 

the corporate brand and further “live” the brand, they would think the corporate brand 

is part of them. In terms of feelings of efficacy, employees have the need to feel 

capable of doing things effectively or improving the corporate brand image for the 

organization. In other words, brand psychological ownership facilitates the feelings of 

influence over the management of corporate brand. As for corporate brand image 

extension, it is because employees identify with the brand and think it is “Ours” that 

they try hard to keep their images consistent with that of corporate brand (Chiang, 

2009). In other words, they view tangible and intangible possessions as part of the 
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extended self (Furby, 1978; Belk, 1988; Dittmar, 1992). Besides, traits of 

organizational and brand psychological ownership are also recognized. According to 

Van Dyne and Pierce (2004), attitudes, self-concept and sense of responsibility are 

three traits that are closely linked with feelings of possession and ownership. When it 

comes to brand psychological ownership, there are also three traits proposed by 

Chiang (2009), including, positive attitude, accountability and identification with the 

corporate brand. When employees possess feelings of ownership, they feel positively 

and act favorably for the target of ownership regardless of tangible or intangible 

(Nuttin, 1987; Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004). In terms of accountability, employees feel 

they are responsible for enhancing or even protecting the corporate brand as if they try 

to defend their own images. It reflects Furby’s argument (1978) that feelings of 

ownership can trigger a sense of responsibility (accountability) for the entity (the 

corporate brand). Further, employees who possess psychological ownership for the 

corporate brand would like to identify with the brand’s values and norms addressed by 

the superiors (Chiang, 2009).  

    Higgins (1997, 1998) suggest that there are two forms of psychological 

ownership based on the concept of self-regulation system for individuals. One is 

promotion focus and the other is preventative. Besides, there is no superior 

psychological ownership than the other because both of them are required to meet 
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different needs. However, when it comes to pursuing the goal of best performance 

practiced by the corporate, most of the employers would like to operate with the 

promotion focus as to enhance development and improvement. As an employer who 

promotes promotion-focused approach, he or she is much more inclined to see 

corporate’s improvement as personal fulfilment (Avey et al., 2009), which indicates 

that the company would be more willing to adopt internal marketing in an attempt not 

only to make employees possess psychological ownership for the corporate and its 

brand, but to encourage them to act positively and favorably toward the corporate. 

From the perspective of employees, the stronger an employee’s promotive 

psychological ownership for the corporate, the greater the likelihood he or she would 

voluntarily and be willing to transmit the espoused brand messages to the public 

(Punjaisri and Wilson, 2007; Avey et al., 2009). In the whole picture of an 

organization, positive relations among internal marketing, employee psychological 

ownership for the organization and corporate brand (Dirks, Cummings and Pierce, 

1996; Chiang, 2009), and the ensuing favorable work attitudes and behaviors have 

been empirically identified by many scholars mentioned above. Therefore, the focus 

on creating reciprocal exchange relationship (Chen and Klimoski, 2003; Flynn, 2005) 

between the company and its employees can be seen as the key to establishing 

successful organizations.    
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology 

3.1 Research Methods 

    In this study, we adopt qualitative method to conduct the research. Data 

collection would be done through primary research whereby this study aims to deeply 

investigate the practices of internal marketing and the performances of employee 

psychological ownership within Sinyi Realty. In other words, it’s more likely to 

acquire a greater holistic view and understanding of this case study by means of 

obtaining first-hand materials. In terms of primary research in this study, it refers to 

in-depth interviews with employees of Sinyi Realty. Specifically, we adopt semi-

structured depth interviews as the primary research method found in the continuum 

model (Minichiello, Aroni, Timewell, and Alexander, 1995).  

According to Dunn (2005), semi-structured interview “has some degree of 

predetermined order but still ensures flexibility in the way issues are addressed by the 

informant.” Compared to unstructured interviews, researcher in semi-structured 

interviews would have more control over the topics; on the other hand, structured 

interviews use closed questions, but there is no fixed range of responses to each 

question in semi-structured interviews. In addition to open-ended questions that lead 
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the semi-structured interview, the other important questions would arise naturally 

during the interview. In this regard, we would like to use semi-structured depth 

interviews to further explore the content and context of internal marketing and 

corresponding employee psychological ownership within Sinyi Realty. Though semi-

structured depth interview doesn’t offer a route to “the truth” or “standardized 

answers”, but does offer a route to insights into what respondents do and think. Most 

importantly, it is argued that semi-structured interview is not only useful for 

investigating complex behaviors and emotions, but also collecting a diversity of 

personal experiences (Longhurst, 2012).  

Mostly, researchers would develop open-ended questions for the semi-structured 

depth interviews. But after consulting with the advisor and the expert, it seems that 

it’s not necessary to design interviewing questions in advance if we aim to dig out the 

uniqueness of the research target; however, the researcher is supposed to thoroughly 

understand the related available literatures and also have a good command of the 

current situation of this individual case before stepping into the research field. 

Besides, according to the pretests, making use of designed questions would not be 

effective in motivating the respondents to tell much more their own stories. On this 

basis, the researcher is supposed to develop open-minded attitude toward the research 

respondents and further explore every piece of clue embedded in the company. After 
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all, devil is in the detail. Most importantly, in order not to lose the point and deviate 

from the research topic, the researcher has to keep the research questions and critical 

concepts in mind during the process of interviews. In addition, the prior designed 

open-ended questions (see Appendix A) would be better considered as research 

references when having interviews with each respondent. Based on literature review, 

research questions and previous designed questions, an interview guide (see Appendix 

B) was designed and used in the following conversations. In this regard, though there 

are no listed questions one by one presented to the participants, this study is literally 

proceeded by semi-structured depth interviews since the researcher keeps in mind the 

research topics and critical concepts derived from those previous designed questions.  

3.2 Research Procedures 

    Before applying primary research, figuring out the critical insights and concepts 

deriving from literature review and research questions is the necessity for conducting 

interviews. Besides, the prior designed interviewing questions could be still used as 

important references. Keeping critical insights and related research questions in mind, 

we aim to figure out the practices of internal marketing and the corresponding 

performances of employee psychological ownership. After being equipped with 

sufficient background knowledge, confirming the list of interviewees would be the 

next important step. Since the researcher knows no friend working in Sinyi Realty, it’s 
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necessary to ask friends and the teacher for help to introduce appropriate interviewees 

for this study. Upon finishing one interview, arranging and preliminarily analyzing the 

interviewing material is better to be done as soon as possible before conducting 

another interview. By doing this, we could derive some insights and also sort out 

some doubts for enriching the next coming interview.  

After collecting all the needed interview materials and going through preliminary 

analysis of each interview, then the researcher embarks on overall case analysis. 

Conducting case analysis is supposed not to be limited to literature review of this 

study. In order to literally and clearly analyze the facts, case analysis has to be simply 

divided into two parts which are internal marketing and employee psychological 

ownership. Therefore, it is possible to include different and unexpected findings 

instead of following the precise construct of literature review. As for internal 

marketing, it contains two sections which are “what to sell” and “how to sell” that 

respond to the concept of internally marketing the job and the company to its internal 

customers. On the other hand, the part of employee psychological ownership consists 

of organizational and brand psychological ownership. What matters is discovering 

both disparities and analogies between facts and literatures in the process of case 

analysis. At last, this study is going to explore the relationships between internal 

marketing and employee psychological ownership, whereby this study may further 
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sort out the derivative propositions. Formation of propositions is expected to help 

obtain a more explicit overview of company’s general situation in respect of internal 

marketing and employee psychological ownership. Further, derivative propositions 

may reveal the current tendency and existing problems as references for the research 

object. The figure of research procedure is presented below. Besides, interviews were 

first recorded with a digital audio recorder and then transcribed. Since language use is 

limited to English, all interviews were finally translated into English.   

 
Figure 2. Research Procedures of Present Study 

 

Figure out related critical concepts primarily derived from 
literature review, research questions and previous designed 

questions in an attempt to generate an interview guide

Confirm the list of interviewees before conducting semi-structured 
depth interviews 

Arrange and preliminarily analyze each interview before doing the 
next one as to sort out some insights and doubts for the next coming 

interview

Case Analysis

Derivative Propositions
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3.3 Respondents and Research Instrument 

3.3.1 Respondents 

In this study, we aim to conduct semi-structured depth interviews with 

employees of Sinyi Realty in an attempt to explore the practices of internal marketing 

and the performances of employee psychological ownership within the company. First 

of all, who are the employees? Simply speaking, employees of Sinyi Realty are 

divided into two parts that some belong to administrative unit and the others are 

attached to sales unit. Further, there are different departments and levels found in each 

unit within Sinyi Realty. In addition, Sinyi Realty invests in many other enterprises 

and businesses that form Sinyi Group. Therefore, this study primarily focuses on 

employees of Sinyi Realty and also welcome the respondents of other businesses 

invested by Sinyi Realty because mostly they offer and share resources and 

information with each other. Next, with regard to looking for respondents, we focus 

on employees who are not new to Sinyi Realty but have worked for several years. 

This condition would help sort out the appropriate respondents who have taken part in 

corporate’s internal trainings or activities and also have been through several internal 

communication processes. Besides, in terms of administrative personnel as 

respondents, applying this condition would be more likely to find out those who have 
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been involved in certain critical events or decision-making processes happened in 

Sinyi Realty.  

Since the researcher knows no friend working in Sinyi Realty, it’s necessary to 

ask friends and the advisor for help to introduce suitable respondents for the 

interviews. Besides, taken the prior condition into account, the respondents that 

owned more working experiences at Sinyi Realty are more likely to explicitly outline 

the practices of internal marketing and express the corresponding psychological 

ownership. With the assistance of friends and the advisor, finally there are 11 

confirmed respondents in total that work at different units, departments and levels 

within Sinyi Realty. After asking for the agreements from all the respondents that 

whether they are willing to make their identities public, some of them don’t want to 

disclose their names and titles. As a result, for the sake of reaching consistency, the 

personal profiles of all respondents would be concealed and their real names would be 

displayed in the form of anonymity in this study. The list of all anonymous 

respondents is presented below.  

 

Table 1 

Semi-structured In-depth Interviews  

Subject ID* Sex Position 
Interview 

Date 

Second Letter 

of Last Name 

MH21 M Realty Agent July 21, 2014 H 
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FU03 F 
Realty Agent  

(left)  
Aug. 3, 2014 U 

MA04A M Manager Aug. 4, 2014 A 

MA04B M Manager Aug. 4, 2014 A 

MI08 M Store Manager Aug. 8, 2014 I 

MI11A M Staff Member Aug. 11, 2014 I 

MI11B M Realty Agent Aug. 11, 2014 I 

FH12 F Manager Aug. 12, 2014 H 

FI16 F 
Staff Member 

(left) 
Aug. 16, 2014 I 

MA29 M Executive Aug. 29, 2014 A 

FH01 F Realty Agent Sep. 1, 2014 H 

*Subject IDs represent interviewee’s sex-interview date-second letter; e.g. the subject 

ID for a girl whose second letter of her last name is ”I” and who participated in the 

interview on Aug. 16 would be “FI16”. Besides, if one subject ID is similar to 

another, A, B, C… would be added to them as order mechanism to clarify their 

identities.  

 

3.3.2 Research Instrument---Interview Design  

    Generally speaking, in order to smoothly and systematically conduct semi-

structured depth interviews, it would be better to develop open-ended interviewing 

questions in advance. Based on several benchmark studies in terms of internal 
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marketing including Berry and Parasuraman (1991), Foreman and Money (1995), 

Kang (2001), and Chiang (2009), 36 interviewing questions pertaining to 4 constructs 

of internal marketing are created. As for exploring the performances of employee 

psychological ownership, we refer to several significant studies written by Pierce et 

al. (2001), Hensen (2004), Avey et al. (2009), Chiang (2009) and Olckers (2013), so 

other 18 questions are designed as well. However, after discussing with the advisor 

and further having some pre-interviews to see whether the interviewing designed 

questions are useful in conducting the interviews, it can’t seem to thoroughly and 

deeply explore what we pay much attention to and further manifest the uniqueness of 

the individual research target. Therefore, we decide to break down the interviewing 

questions into pieces of related concepts in order to let respondents share much more 

personal stories and reflections on Sinyi Realty. Based on literature review, research 

questions and previous designed questions, an interview guide (see Appendix B) is 

designed in an attempt to properly and deeply discover each individual story and their 

personal feelings for the company. Most importantly, making good use of the 

interview guide would be beneficial for making further progress in interviews and 

collect needed and useful materials from participants. Aside from relying on the 

interview guide, we must also possess sufficient background knowledge, critical 

related concepts and an open-minded attitude whenever conducting an interview in 
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order not to deviate from the research topic.  

When it comes to critical concept of internal marketing as interview instructions 

regarding internal marketing, it’s supposed to discreetly follow the four constructs 

which are investment in employee development, corporate culture, organizational 

communication and brand communication when carrying out the interviews. On the 

other hand, in terms of organizational and brand psychological ownership, there are 

several integral traits found in employees that we could take them as the principal 

concepts when carrying out the interviews, whereby the whole interview can keep on 

track and wouldn’t lose the point. As discussed, combined with the significant traits of 

psychological ownership, the concepts of internal marketing and research questions, 

an interview guide is designed to help explore valuable information and stories 

obtained from unique perspective of each respondent. Further, following interviewing 

context enables the researcher to discover much more relevant questions and 

unanticipated directions arising naturally in the course of each interview, which would 

further help yield rich interview materials. 
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Chapter 4 Case Analysis 

4.1 Introduction to Sinyi Realty 

    In the past, people in Taiwan who were in need of buying houses would not look 

for the agent to deal with it during the purchasing process. One of the main reason is 

that people at that time didn’t trust letting agent and thought of them as being prone to 

cheating on whoever is the buyer and seller. In other words, Taiwanese people had 

bad impression of the agents in the real estate field. However, the founder of Sinyi 

Realty Incorporation, Mr. Chou, Chun-Chi, has a totally different perspective on this 

situation. It is because the worst industrial environment that there seemed to have 

much more to work on and complete. Accordingly, to establish a good and ideal realty 

company had gradually become his life goal. In 1981, he founded “Sinyi Agent 

Office”. Back then, there was even no official category for registering as a realty 

company in Taiwan. Finally, the appearance of “Sinyi Realty Incorporation” derived 

from “Sinyi Agent Office” had been confirmed in 1987.  

    Many people wonder why the company was named after “Sinyi”. Actually, this 

name is the core value of the company. In Chinese, “Sin” and “Yi” are two separate 

words and stand for different meanings: “Sin” refers to doing what you’ve committed 
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to and “Yi” refers to doing the right thing. Most importantly, the core value “Sinyi” is 

restrictedly prior to the concept of making profits. Though it seems to earn less 

compared to other realty companies, it has been indeed a successful strategy for 

sustainable development of Sinyi Realty in the long run. In order to thoroughly 

implement the core value, Mr. Chou insisted on setting up many strict rules and 

policies as to improve the rights of both buyers and sellers. At the very beginning, 

other companies underestimated that this way of doing things is inappropriate in the 

field of real estate. However, nowadays those seemed strict rules had become 

statutory industrial policies applied to all the realty companies in Taiwan.  

    Sinyi Realty has been steadily growing up and keeping exploring new markets. 

In 1993, Sinyi Realty had officially opened up its first store in Shanghai, China. 

According to Mr. Chou, it’s necessary for the company to focus on other potential 

markets around the world, and he firstly looked to the rising area, Asia. Until now, 

Sinyi Realty has expanded its business to China and Japan in expect of rising as a 

household international brand. In addition, Sinyi Realty had successfully applied for 

becoming the first and only listed company among other realty companies in 2001. It 

indicates that not only is its financial information going public and transparent, but its 

revenue performance goes beyond other competitors. And it’s worth mentioning that 

the annual revenue ranking of Sinyi Realty keeps holding the first place in the market 
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of real estate for 20 years until now. Most importantly, Sinyi Realty has been chosen 

by CommonWealth Magazine (天下雜誌) as the enterprise of Excellence in 

Corporate Social Responsibility for 7 years in a row. This honor also points to the 

truth that Sinyi Realty has been devoting itself to excellent performances on 

Corporate Governance, Corporate Commitment, Social Engagement and 

Environmental Protection. Needless to say, Sinyi Realty has thus obtained a better 

reputation among other realty companies in Taiwan. 

    Sinyi Realty is a service-oriented company, so Mr. Chou puts much more 

emphasis on the “persons” who work for the company and are treated as partners 

rather than subsidiaries. Therefore, Sinyi Realty focuses on investing in employee 

development, especially for the new comers as to instill corporate’s core values and 

principles into their minds. Combined with intense education training courses, the 

rookies are also required to take part in on-job trainings in an attempt to immediately 

get used to the working environment and procedures. Moreover, Sinyi Realty even 

takes employee’s career plan into consideration in a way to provide different kinds of 

advanced and professional training courses within the company. On this basis, Mr. 

Chou hopes to cultivate hundreds of talented leading roles for the sake of enlarging its 

business map with fully preparation. Whereby employees of Sinyi Realty are likely to 

grasp the opportunity to become an excellent supervisor or professional manager in 
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charge of a much bigger region not limited to Taiwan. Therefore, how to cultivate a 

quality-assured “Sinyi Man” equipped with professional skills and sincerely carrying 

out the core values would be the major task facing Mr. Chou and Sinyi Realty. In this 

regard, both of the practices of internal marketing and following performances of 

employee psychological ownership are two critical issues to deal with when it comes 

to accomplishing the major task found in Sinyi Realty mentioned above.   

4.2 Analysis of Internal Marketing  

    According to Sasser and Arbeit (1976), the service sector must acknowledge its 

most critical productive resources coming from the employees who are the so-called 

internal customers and also the keys to success. Before delivering satisfaction to 

external customers, the firm itself is supposed to bring satisfaction to its internal 

customers in advance by applying well-arranged internal marketing plan. In other 

words, the success to external market bases on the effective implementation of 

internal marketing designed for the employees (Amstrong and Kotler, 1991) that 

would encourage them to feel like improving their working performances. Aside from 

selling jobs as part of internal marketing, the concept of promoting and marketing 

organization’s mission and vision to the employees (Gronroos, 1981; Chang, 2004) is 

as important as career development. George and Gronroos (1991) describe that not 

only do the employees who are directly exposed to external customers undergo the 
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training process, but the rest of employees within the service firm has to have the 

same experiences derived from internal marketing. Further, employees at all levels are 

supposed to thoroughly understand the organizational operation and objective, 

acknowledge the importance of the roles they take and appreciate the values of 

internal marketing plan, with which the employees are much more capable of 

delivering services with the ingrained spirit of the corporate’s core values.  

    In order to effectively promote and sell the job to its internal customers and 

intensify their identification with the organization, how to communicate with them 

would be another big issue within the organization. Aside from adopting 

organizational communication, we should also focus on the delivery of brand 

message. It’s necessary for the corporate to get its employees accurately informed 

about brand knowledge, and further identify brand’s position and value (Berry, 2000; 

Mangini, 2002; Hunag and Huang, 2009). In this regard, brand communication is the 

indispensable component of successfully carrying out the internal marketing. Thus, to 

let internal marketing exert its influence on internal customers as to develop 

customers-conscious employees and create an organizational environment in support 

of such implementation, strategic organizational and brand communication can be 

seen as imperatives for effectively implementing internal marketing (Johnson and 

Seymour, 1985). Above all, making good use of internal marketing would lead to 
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satisfaction and identification with the corporate among employees, and further 

achieve the goal of satisfying external customers and carrying out the corporate’s core 

values and vision.  

    In addition to the classification derived from literature review, something 

unexpected regarding internal marketing also plays an important role in research 

findings. It is the unexpected findings that make the case analysis richer and different 

from previous related findings. In order not to restrict the development of case 

analysis, this study would sort out anything related internal marketing and consider it 

as necessary material for analyzing the real situation of internal marketing within 

Sinyi Realty. Compared to external marketing, internal marketing aims to provide 

services and sell products to internal customers who are actually employees of certain 

company. Therefore, instead of following the division derived from literature review, 

analysis of internal marketing is supposed to be divided into two sections which are 

“what to sell” and “how to sell”. In this regard, all interview materials are expected to 

generate various findings not confined to classification from literature review, and 

would be well assigned to each corresponding section.  

Sinyi Realty was founded in 1987 by Mr. Chou, Chun-Chi, which derives from 

the prior entity called “Sinyi Agent Office” founded in 1981. The founder hopes to 

bring honesty and integrity to the realty market as to eliminate the negative 
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impression of realty field to the public and offer best services to customers. He 

believes in doing the right things consistently and the ultimate success would follow. 

Actually, not only does he make efforts to shape its employees to become “Men of 

Sinyi”, but aim to transform and improve the realty field by Sinyi Realty in the end. 

Nowadays, more and more people have trust in Sinyi’s corporate values and 

accomplishments, which indeed makes Sinyi Realty become the mainstream of realty 

market and thus brings much more happiness and felicity to the external customers. 

Mr. Chou had once said that “With the operating purpose of “Sin-Yi”, Sinyi Realty 

aims to create virtuous circle wherein the customers can enjoy the high-quality 

services, the employees could acquire employment security and development, and the 

corporate can make money in a sustainable manner (as cited in Li, 2009).”   

 

4.2.1 What to Sell 

One type of employment relationship includes both economic and social 

exchange which entails unspecified and open-ended obligations on both the 

employers and employees (Blau, 1986; Tusi et al., 1997). The concept of social 

exchange highlights the importance of mutual and mature relationship between the 

organization and its employees (Blau, 1964; Eisenberger et al., 1986) where the 

treatment given by the corporate is go beyond the monetary rewards. In Sinyi Realty, 
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educational training program directed at newcomers, realty agents in particular, is the 

focus of investment in employees compared to other courses designed for seniors and 

management positions: 

Educational training program for the newly employed begins with three-day 

training in the headquarter, then they are required to go to stores for on-spot 

learning, later go back to the headquarter for having lessons again for two 

days, and then come to stores for one month plus two-days lessons in the 

headquarter, afterwards go through one-month on-spot learning and the last 

two-days lessons. (MI11A) 

 

It’s hard to say whether the educational trainings are complete, but whether it 

combines with the practical operation matters instead; in other words, it is the 

on-spot learning that completes the educational training program. (FH01) 

 

Educational training program made for novice to learn is discreetly planned, and pairs 

with the on-spot learning. For most of realty agents, learning in practice sometimes is 

the more efficient way to learn than sitting in the classroom. Though some would 

think the educational trainings are sufficient, this fact seems not to be found in other 

levels or positions within Sinyi Realty: 

Aside from works, there are so many courses to attend during the term of 

office in the past. It seemed learning is ongoing within Sinyi Realty. (FU03) 

 

As for administrative staff, they have to find outer sources on their won for 

advanced learning, which is indeed a big problem facing administrative unit. 
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Currently, there is no lesson about improvement of capability designed for 

staff members, and sometimes applying for subsidy of outside-training would 

not be sanctioned either. ……as for employees that would like keep doing 

realty agent as professionals, the company yet to provide corresponding 

courses or challenges for those people and now this is actually a predicament 

for Sinyi Realty. (MI11A) 

       

In terms of training newly-employed administrative members, after finishing the 

courses about corporate’s core concept and value, they are then asked to go to stores 

to take internship in order to understand what the works of realty agent are like. 

Afterwards, the seniors of each department are responsible for teaching the novice 

rather than by taking courses. Some people may argue that administrative staff in each 

department have different required specialized skills and knowledge, so there is no 

standardized required classes designed for them. Besides, they don’t have pressure 

coming from sales performance. Under such circumstance, it’s more likely for them to 

seek ease and comfort that public servants are inclined to do. After all, having a self-

improving attitude is easier to say than to do. Similarly, most of the realty agents 

would get bored doing the routine works, thus more and more agents would either 

change the career to management positions or at last choose to leave the company. In 

this regard, advanced training courses specific to those who intent to keep being realty 

agent are necessary as to again arouse their original passion for this work.  
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    On the other hand, for other realty agents who don’t perform well, there is either 

no class designed for them to do improvement. Accordingly, they feel like the 

company doesn’t care about them anymore, and thus the thought of “not pursuing best 

performances but doing average is enough” would finally come out:  

The realty agents who fall on the “not-so-good” category mostly have spent 2-

3years in the company, and most importantly their problem derives not from 

the capabilities but from their willingness. They are still capable of doing 

things but already tired of doing the same work. (MI11A)  

 

Actually, some of them may have stronger identification with the corporate but 

happen to have weaker performance for a while. As to their conditions, the company 

would firstly let the pertaining store manager to discuss with the agent in person, and 

the regional manager would come to give the assistance if the agent doesn’t achieve 

the commitment he/she made to the store manager beforehand. If there is still no 

progress, then the company would impose sanction on them rather the way of 

encouragement. Even though the assisting courses are provided by the company in the 

end, those realty agents are necessary to save themselves in an intensive attempt to 

regain working passion:  

In addition to the required courses for the newcomers, the remaining are 

optional. However, realty agents are always too busy to spare time for classes. 

Another problem is by what time you go to the class. If you don’t have such 

strong desire for knowledge, most of the agents would rather spend time going 
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outside when having a holiday; if the agent expresses the desire for having 

classes during work time, the store manager may have conflict with the agent 

because it’s supposed to serve the customers when he/she is at work. (MI08) 

 

Accordingly, the courses are periodically provided by the company, but taking 

account of the reality and constant performance appraisal, it’s still hard to strike a 

balance between having outstanding working performances and attending classes as 

much as you want. Except for courses regarding working, there would be some 

lectures about life topics every month which are available for everyone, not limited to 

the employees of Sinyi Realty: 

There is another training system directed at store secretaries who are 

subordinate to the administrative unit. So there are two standardized 

educational training programs within Sinyi Realty, respectively designed for 

realty agents and store secretaries. (MI11A) 

 

From this, it clearly shows that courses designed for front-line agents and store 

secretaries are not applicable to each other. Therefore, two separate and independent 

training programs are established in an effort to provide needed and corresponding 

courses for the employees despite this measure would raise personnel expenses one 

way or another.  

    When it comes to salary and welfare, Sinyi Realty can be seen as the most 

generous company compared to others. Recently, most of the employed in Taiwan get 
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their payment less than NTD 40 thousands per month, whereas Sinyi Realty is even 

willing to take one-third of net profit as annual bonus for all the employees and this 

has been put into practice over 25 years. Besides, the minimum wage for the novice 

agents during the first six months has been lifted to NTD 60 thousands per month in 

order to let them have no worries about the salary and be able to concentrate on 

learning at the very beginning. This fact indicates that Sinyi Realty puts its emphasis 

on training and cultivation by means of sharing corporate’s benefits with the 

employees: 

You can’t earn fast money in Sinyi, but it ensures you to make stable salary 

and grow steadily. The longer you work here, the more money you can earn. 

(FU03)  

 

No matter what happens Mr. Chou insists on owing no money to the 

employees, so everyone would definitely get paid on 5th every month. (FH12)    

 

Though Sinyi Realty assures its newly employed agents of high minimum wage for 

the first six months, after passing the assessment the salary would decline to 23,500, 

let alone the working hours as long as 12-14 hours a day:  

The less contracts you complete, the less bonus you would get. Under such 

condition, this work almost has no difference from others outside, and 

sometimes is required to spend longer hours on work that the amount of 

ensuing stress and drawbacks would be much more. (MI11B) 
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All the novice have to go through the official assessment after the first six 

months, and you would be asked to leave if you don’t pass it. This checking 

system stared from three years ago…… and actually it costs a lot more than 

before, including promised high minimum wage for six consecutive months 

plus personnel expenses on educational training. Literally, the company 

spends around NTD 100 thousands on each newly agent per month. Facing 

such huge amount of costs, the company must firstly deliberate and assess the 

feasibility of this measure before making the decision. (MI08) 

 

It can be inferred that the company is willing to invest in the development of newly 

employed agents, but seems to invest less in the development of the realty agents who 

have been working for several years. The latter fact would make the employees feel 

overlooked by the company to some extent. As for the welfare, Sinyi Realty also 

provides second-birth allowance as high as NTD 120 thousands in respond to the 

social issue of declining birth rate in Taiwan:  

I remember there was a female senior who was a realty agent before leaving 

the company, but she came back to Sinyi in the end because she appreciates its 

contribution to personnel welfare. Further, she transferred to the Department 

of Appraiser when she came back and even gave birth to a baby during that 

time. Most importantly, she could look after both her work and the family! 

(FI16) 

 

There are many female seniors are willing to spend much more time on this 
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work, so they would try to arrange the wedding and bearing much closer to 

each other. As for myself, by the time I have my child I would plan to switch 

my job to the work of administrative unit. If there is no opportunity for interior 

job vacancy then, I would choose to be on leave without pay for a while. 

(FH01) 

 

Sinyi Realty indeed provides welfare to its employees that enables them to becomes 

more capable of balancing their works and lives, but the female agents, especially 

having a child, would still feel hard to take good care of the work and family at the 

same time. When it comes to the monthly leaves, the rule of seven days’ leave per 

month hasn’t been fully carried out until the new director of Department of Human 

Resource took office three years ago. However, certain senior manager assures that 

the rule of monthly leave is absolutely put into practice from a long time ago:  

The company thinks highly of whether the rule of monthly leave is completely 

carried out by every store manager. If the complain about monthly leave 

emerges from realty agents and it is finally confirmed to be truth, the store 

manager would receive punishment at last. (FH12) 

 

Apparently, the realty agents don’t feel the same with the seniors and even the 

company. Nowadays, the rule of monthly leave has been gradually back on the track; 

moreover, the company promotes the concept of working efficiency thus the realty 

agents could get off work around 9 p.m. instead of working till midnight.  
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    Many respondents mention that it is the enduring growth of Sinyi Realty that 

they are able to use much more resources, including personnel welfare or interior job 

opportunities, not to mention the evolving training courses and different kinds of 

lectures delivered to the public. By the way, Sinyi Realty provides massage service 

and counseling to its employees as well. In terms of career development, most of the 

respondents agree that would there be more and more working opportunities only if 

the company keeps scaling up: 

Perhaps it seems there is no expected spacious room for personal development 

now, but it doesn’t mean it will be the same in the future. When the scale of 

company becomes larger, it directly ensures the larger room for career 

development for the employees. (MA04A)  

 

……in other words, the company’s growing strategy actually satisfies the 

employees’ longing for career development. (MA04B) 

 

Needs for different functional departments would emerge when the company 

keeps growing, which provides valuable learning and working opportunities to 

the employees; in other words, you can change the job and still stay in the 

same company! (FH12) 

 

Accordingly, as long as you are willing to accept the following challenges and 

undertake the ensuing responsibilities, there is always no lack of opportunities for 

career development. Besides, you can feel free to cross the double-yellow-line of 
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career promotion in Sinyi Realty, regardless of how long you have been in the 

company. Only if you are considered to be competent for the position are you allowed 

to get promoted:  

The working environment allows you to grow upward, so it only depends on 

whether you want to go for it. (MI08) 

 

On the other hand, uniqueness of products and services different from other 

companies are considered to be an advantage for employees. If Sinyi Realty could 

again lead the way in making efforts to innovate on the issue of consumers’ rights, 

this is the best resource and edge held by its employees when they interact with 

potential customers:  

If there are much more available instruments and edges provided by the 

company, the front-line agents would be more likely to succeed and obtain 

sense of achievements in the process of interacting with the customers. 

(MH21) 

 

In other words, enabling the realty agents to feel more capable of offering high-

quality services compared to other realty companies would be deemed as another 

effective way of applying internal marketing within Sinyi Realty. 

 

    As mentioned before, Sinyi Realty believes that keeping doing the right things 

and the ultimate success will come. Mr. Chou named his company after “Sin-Yi” 
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which addresses the virtues of “integrity” and “credibility”, and the concepts have 

become the essences of corporate culture of Sinyi Realty. Apparently, the founder 

hopes to firstly establish correct and decent corporate culture in an attempt to reverse 

the general bad impression of realty agents on the public. As a result, Sinyi Realty 

makes efforts to convince employees of its advocated corporate concepts and brand 

values which are the foundation of the company:  

The company shapes the working environment as a unique place featured by 

corporate values and ideas, in which you’re asked to do things with the spirit 

of “Sin-Yi”. Once you find yourself hard to do things in accord with the spirit 

of “Sin-Yi”, you won’t stay whatsoever in the end. Specifically speaking, if 

you don’t comply with the accurate game rules of the company, it’s very hard 

to keep working here and finally you would choose to leave. (MA04B) 

 

Actually, Sinyi Realty is nothing less than a greenhouse in which every 

employee is under great protection because of the strict rules and established 

corporate culture created by the company. These elements would refrain you 

from being deviant and let you work with no worries about internal struggles 

to happen. I have to admit that working outside Sinyi Realty makes me realize 

how dangerous the working environment is I stay right now. (FU03)  

 

Some people may think established corporate culture and ideas are in the way of 

increasing amount of accomplishments for the realty agents. However, this is exactly 

the way of protecting them from doing incorrect things: 
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The company address that you can’t abandon the corporate’s rules when in 

face of immediate interests. Frankly, I like and also identify with the clear 

concept of doing things. (FU03) 

 

In realty market, performance on sales counts a lot. In the past, most of the store 

managers of Sinyi Realty put much more emphasis on the amount of successful sales 

by means of severely disciplining the realty agents. It turned out that monthly 

performance on sales was excellent but the rate of turnover was also high. Further, 

when the realty agents feel stressed about sales performance, they are more likely to 

focus on whether I win the contract instead of being careful of complying with the 

corporate rules and concepts. Nowadays, more and more store managers change to 

adopt much more tender way of management in an effort to create a working place 

conducive to having more conversations in a store than before:  

I realize the company has been in progress constantly! The progress here 

doesn’t refer to the raise of company’s revenue but the transformation of 

working atmosphere and corporate ideas which are more sustainable. (MI08) 

 

Compared to other realty companies, agents of Sinyi Realty are more likely to 

be farsighted during transaction process and it’s not the case for outer 

competitors. Indeed, realty agent is such a challenging job in terms of holding 

conscience. (MA29) 

 

Perhaps the reason why Sinyi agents’ manner of working is distinct from others is the 
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effect of corporate regulation. In addition to well-behaved external conducts, within 

Sinyi Realty, the agents may not likely to intentionally compete with each other, and 

senior agents are also asked to teach and take good care of the novice in order to adapt 

them to the new environment as soon as possible. The concept of “hand downwards” 

is stressed in the educational training process, which addresses the seniors have duty 

to provide assistance to the juniors:  

Aside from working hard on sales performance, I spend a lot of time guiding 

the juniors. Sometimes, the novice of other stores would come for help or ask 

questions. Probably they can’t obtain the needed assistance from their own 

stores, but the seniors of other stores would be willing to help them if they are 

in need. Surely, this is another form of internal cooperation. ……compared to 

competitors of other companies, there is definitely more collaboration than 

competition in Sinyi Realty. (MI11B) 

 

…… in comparison with the cooperation found in software specialty, Sinyi 

agents seem not often to collaborate with colleagues, but relatively they are 

inclined to seek cooperation compared to outer competitors. (MI11A) 

 

There would be many sharings and interactions between each store and I’m 

frequently invited by other stores to share experiences with them. Besides, at 

weekly sales meeting, each store of certain area would share many kinds of 

real estates’ information in different districts. In other words, you have to 

spend much more time on exploring new cases if you choose to do it on your 

own. Therefore, most of us would like to do information exchange with gung 
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ho spirit. (MI11B)    

 

However, there are always pros and cons, not the exception for Sinyi’s corporate 

culture. Some may argue that the company mostly gives in to the customers’ demand 

even if it’s irrational. This situation would be easily found in service firms, especially 

those listed companies for the sake of protecting corporate’s image and reputation:  

Especially in Sinyi Realty, no matter whether the request is reasonable, Sinyi 

Realty always makes up for the customers when they grumble out. Taken the 

corporate’s external image into account, the company still yields to the 

customers at last despite it’s likely to impair the rights of realty agents. 

(MI11B) 

 

In order to maintain the corporate’s image, the extent to which the company 

respects us declines substantially. That is to say Sinyi Realty has indulged the 

customers to let them believe they can ask for anything! (FH01) 

 

…… the seniors say that even if the agent of Sinyi Realty becomes the 

customer, he/she can’t enjoy the same privilege as the public have and is 

supposed to treat the individual self with stricter moral standard. (FU03)  

 

Further, when some related things happen or negative reports come out, Sinyi Realty 

would react with exceptional caution: 

…… to avoid the same mistake to happen again, the company would amend or 

improve the current situation. Sometimes I consider the company is terribly 

picky about correction, which would add extra inconvenience to our works. 
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(MI11B) 

 

However, the company seems to go against its most important motto “the integrity 

goes beyond the interest” to some extent: 

Sinyi Realty considers itself to be the outstanding company possessing good 

corporate’s concept and providing high-quality to the customers, so it is 

supposed to work hard to benefit all the people in Taiwan. For the time being, 

there are still many regions yet to be served, but Mr. Chou thinks the market in 

Taiwan has been saturated and this is the fact to be in support of expanding the 

business to China. It’s exactly the opposite view to the spirit of “the integrity 

goes beyond the interest.” (MH21) 

 

Accordingly, there are still room for improvement in terms of the application of 

corporate culture within Sinyi Realty. When it comes to its subsidiaries, they would 

follow corporate culture and most of the regulations of Sinyi Realty. Thus, this way 

would help create a similar working environment favorable for the employees of each 

subsidiary to some degree, and further intensify their identification with Sinyi Group. 

 

    In face of economic slump in realty market, one essential concept of Sinyi Realty 

tells no economic downturn could be found but it only depends on whether you work 

hard. It’s the best moment for the company to prove its survival and convince the 

customers of offering high-quality service as usual in this difficult time: 

We can’t take the economic slump as an excuse for having undesirable 
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performances, whereas we need to regard the bad time as perfect time to 

obtain much more opportunities than competitors. (FH12) 

 

When a company grows bigger, it becomes much more challenging to ask all the 

employees to comply with the corporate culture and concepts. Specifically to say, the 

strength and influence of established concepts would be gradually diluted in a 

company with larger scale. As a result, Sinyi Realty even set up the position of CEO 

(Chief Ethical Officer) in order to effectively deal with the latent unresolved problem: 

Sinyi Realty hopes to find someone that can transform its corporate culture 

and ideas into corresponding discourse and then combine it with the on-spot 

works. If you ask them to raise the performance sales on one hand and require 

them to follow the corporate ideas on the other hand, it’s necessary to have 

much more strength as to effectively combine them with each 

other. ……probably Sinyi Realty can be seen as the only one (listed) company 

in Taiwan which regards corporate culture and ethics as its most significant 

value in the company. (MA29) 

 

Apparently, Sinyi Realty believes that holding tight to good corporate culture and 

ideas can definitely make money as well. Mr. Chou considers corporate’s image as the 

woods in which every employee is supposed to plant a tree rather than cut down a 

tree. In other words, the corporate’s image would be damaged when the employees do 

things against corporate concepts and then more trees would be cut down in the 
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woods of image. Therefore, in order to run a sustainable business, all the employees 

have to try hard to safeguard the corporate culture and concepts of Sinyi Realty.  

4.2.2 How to Sell 

    In context of organization and corporate, communication in practice is 

considered to be the fundamental and indispensable key to successful business 

operation in a sustainable manner. Combined and based on the definitions suggested 

by several scholars (Kang and Chung, 1993; Jones, Watson, Gardner and Gallois, 

2004), organizational communication is a process that delivers and communicates 

opinions, facts, values, attitudes and emotions through appropriate communication 

channels with which not only to improve understandings and create consensus among 

the members, but to coordinate each one’s efforts and satisfy the needs of the 

members. Generally speaking, process of effective communications within an 

organization is full of dynamics and interactions, and in a manner this is also the case 

for Sinyi Realty. Firstly, we pay attention to the performances of vertical 

communication within Sinyi Realty, including downward and upward. Actually, 

vertical communication is sometimes thought to be the indicator of effective 

organizational communication, especially for the large-scale company. When it comes 

to Sinyi Realty, the extent to which employees consider the channels of vertical 

communication is unimpeded declines somehow:     
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There are already two direct supervisors, including store manager and regional 

director whom you can approach directly. Further, regional directors would 

have meetings with general manager periodically. ……I’m confused why 

some colleagues think the vertical channels are obstructed; after all, there are 

at most two layers of vertical channels within the company. (MA04B)   

 

The store manager is always thought to be the go-to person by realty agents. 

As for me, having vertical communication with my store manager goes 

smoothly now, but it is definitely conditioned by individual personality of each 

store manager! (FH01) 

 

Given that decision-making is always done by the few without going through 

consensus and discussions with everyone in the company, there must be 

complaints and resentment at vertical communication. Besides, there are less 

upward communicating channels because most of the employees are forced to 

adapt themselves to downward one; on the other hand, the employees, 

especially realty agents, are not used to respect others’ opinions and regard 

themselves as having the best idea. Literally speaking, the upward channel is 

sometimes obstructed by employees themselves. (MI11A)  

 

It can be seen that there are indeed many different opinions on the performances of 

vertical communication within Sinyi Realty. Whether it is considered to be effective, 

there are still many kinds of vertical channels to tap: 

Upward communicating channel is mostly undertaken in the form of agents’ 

meeting held by regional directors; firstly, you raise your opinions or 

complaints to your store manager and the direct regional supervisor would 
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further take care of them if they are intractable. Besides, the regional 

supervisor would come to every affiliated store in person to hold the monthly 

meeting in which all the agents are required to ask questions but only half of 

them would be answered at last. (MI11B)  

 

I think it’s nice to see the senior directors in person coming to the meeting and 

it’s a great time to let them know opinions. ……there are much more 

employees in dealing with readily available houses and further divided into 

several teams. In order to take good care of every team member, each team is 

assigned a team leader. The position of team leader is truly conducive to 

having effective upward communication with the senior supervisors. (FI16) 

 

If you don’t want to express your ideas in the meeting, you may submit your 

questions to the internal platform system which is strictly set to give the 

response in three days. The questions would be definitely brought to the 

department which is accountable for that. ……it’s impossible the questions 

submitted to the platform are not replied! Further, you can even make use of 

Mr. Chou’s mailbox and according to my understanding every question sent to 

Mr. Chou would be definitely taken care of. (FH12) 

 

However, still others have opposite views on whether Mr. Chou’s mailbox would send 

responses to every question in time. In the meanwhile, some may argue that it’s 

inappropriate to express personal emotions by means of Mr. Chou’s mailbox. In sum, 

not only are the employees supposed to actively approach the available 

communicative resources on their own, but the company has to inform its employees 
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of what the communicative channels are and convince them of their feasibilities.  

    Recently, focus on having more communications and interactions with the 

employees has been addressed within Sinyi Realty. In the past, the store managers 

used to pay much more attention to the sales performances by means of forcing 

strategies, reckless of feelings of the employees. That is to say vertical 

communication, upward in particular, wasn’t fully put into practice:  

In the early days, the store manager was like an emperor in a haughty manner 

and not inclined to have communication with the agents. But nowadays the 

store manager is asked to put emphasis on communication strategy in an effort 

to treat the employees with respect. (MI08) 

 

For the past few years, there are several adjustments made by the company 

aimed at improving the communication atmosphere. Aside from asking the 

employees to express the extent to which they are satisfied with the 

organizational atmosphere and their jobs, the company would also inspect the 

leading style of each direct manager and the extent to which they implement 

the corporate’s rules altogether. This online questionnaire is required to 

complete with anonymity, but frankly the rate of completion is unexpectedly 

low at the very beginning. (FH12)  

 

The concept of creating a working place that is conducive to having effective 

communications has been gradually advocated, but actually it really depends on 

individual personality in terms of leading style:  
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……however, the store managers usually become the last straw that makes 

employee to leave because they terribly misunderstands the meaning of “work 

hard on guiding the employees before not keeping them.” In reality, many 

store managers are intentionally inclined not to keep certain employee. 

(MH21) 

 

It shows that some store managers wouldn’t like to have further communication and 

interaction with their agents and seem not to treasure them either. Sadly, under such 

situation, certain agents would finally leave the company because they feel like being 

forced to resign. On the other hand, many direct managers would fix things by 

experiences that have pros and cons together. They are more capable of distinguishing 

problems that are necessary to be discussed, thus some things can be resolved 

instantly, while some of them may firstly pick out certain questions and then submit 

the remainings to the superiors after going through the filter: 

……sometimes the question that I want it to be resolved the most can’t be 

disseminated to the superiors of upper class in the end. (FH01)  

 

Given the sales unit of the company is the biggest one, opinions regarding 

regulation modification raised by realty agents probably receive the response 

much more slowly. After all, their opinions may have a stronger influence on 

the company that would urge the superiors to discuss with deliberation. 

Therefore, they couldn’t respond in time, which makes the agents feel that 

their opinions are overlooked by the company. (FI16)  
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Once the employees feel ignored, their trust in the company would be gradually 

lessened. Perhaps the more effective way of preventing the company itself from this 

dilemma is to deliver explanation of the progress for the time being to the askers in 

time even though the final decision on the question hasn’t been made:  

Sinyi Realty is a company that frequently revises its regulations, which 

indicates that the company listens to its employees for sure. It can also be 

inferred that there would be no big problem found in the organizational 

communicative channels. In other words, a company that has obstructed 

communicative channels would not revise the corporate’s regulations 

constantly. (MA04B)   

 

This fact could be seen as a sign of having a work place favorable for carrying out 

effective vertical communication, especially upward for the employees. As mentioned 

before, the bigger the company is, the harder for the company to take good care of the 

efficacy of organizational communication, especially the vertical one.  

    When it comes to another kind and most-seen organizational communication, 

which refers to horizontal communication, there would be a total different situation 

found in Sinyi Realty. Most of the respondents hold positive attitude toward the 

internal performances of horizontal communication, still some have experienced 

differently in different positions: 

It’s so great that there are always people you can ask for help and advice. I 

think cross-department communication is unimpeded, and the person you 
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approach that doesn’t know that answer would actively help you find out the 

solution one way or another. (MI11B) 

 

Realty agents focus on satisfaction of external customers, whereas other 

functional departments put their emphasis on internal service and ensuing 

satisfaction of internal customers since to whom they provide services are 

realty agents. (MI08) 

 

The core of business operation is sales-oriented within the company. 

Operation of other departments basically depends on the requests from sales 

unit; in other words, the sales unit gives order to specific department and then 

that department is accountable for finding out solutions and providing needed 

assistance. In sum, all the other departments operate in coordination with the 

sales unit. (MI11A) 

 

Apparently, most of the horizontal communication occurring between each 

department primarily bases on the requests demanding from the sales department. It 

seems other departments circle around the sales unit. Perhaps it is the decisive reason 

that horizontal communication between departments seems to be unobstructed, 

especially for the sales department. However, there are still some opinions holding 

against the fact of unobstructed horizontal communication found in Sinyi Realty:  

Each department must have its innate departmental egoism when interacting 

with other departments, so you can’t be all the time fully satisfied with the 

response delivered by other department. Actually, this is an inevitable fact. 

(MA04A) 
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Realty agents mostly have to request escrow officers to confirm and sign the 

contract. Sometimes you can’t get the sign immediately, but the officers would 

like to tell you how to do if you get along with them. However, if you don’t 

have a better relationship with them they would directly turn down your 

request without offering any assistance. (FU03)   

 

Given of different nature of each job, sometimes the realty agents would 

consider we intentionally look for trouble for them. So the conflicts of cross-

departmental communication would occur frequently. It’s necessary to respect 

the works and responsibilities of each department mutually and be more 

considerate to each other. (FI16)  

 

Egoism can be easily found in both department and employee within a company. 

Sometimes individual egoism may be the most intractable obstruction to effective 

horizontal communication:  

The realty agents are not inclined to respect others’ opinions because mostly 

they think of their ideas the best. Accordingly, it’s so hard to reach consensus 

among them and no final decision that they plan to submit to the superiors 

would be made. (MI11A) 

 

At that time the senior supervisor gave the right to us that we could revise 

certain regulation of the department only contingent on our internal consensus. 

But in the end everyone’s opinions were not consistent with each other, thus 

that regulation hadn’t been amended and remained the same at last. 

Accordingly, before proposing some ideas to the superiors in an attempt to 
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make a change, it’s necessary for us to make efforts to do internal horizontal 

communication effectively in advance. (FI16) 

 

It can be inferred that horizontal communication often has its influence on the 

performance of vertical communication. Since there is no consensus created in 

advance, it’s hard to convince the superiors and finally the opinion would not be able 

to be further presented upward:  

…… the opinions and problems would go through the filter of each level. If 

the opinion or problem is unfortunately voted down by someone of certain 

level during the process, it wouldn’t be submitted upward in the end. (MI11A) 

 

In other words, horizontal communication is sometimes to be seen as an impediment 

to the performance of vertical communication within Sinyi Realty. In short, the 

performance of horizontal communication is positively recognized by the employees 

in general despite the occurrence of egoism found in each department or employee is 

somehow inevitable. On the other hand, horizontal communication occurred among 

senior supervisors, especially the chief director of each department, would seem to be 

obstructed as well but by different factor: 

…… they are all respectful of each other, but the disadvantage is no one tends 

to ask for help from the other because they are afraid of making troubles for 

others. In this regard, this tendency found in superiors is actually an 

impediment to horizontal communication. Further, this phenomenon would 

finally reduce the opportunities to mutually create values for the company. 
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(MA29) 

 

Though it seems to respect each one’s specialty, behaviors of the senior supervisors 

indeed gradually alienate themselves from each other. Interestingly, different levels 

have their own problems on carrying out horizontal communication, but respective 

factors would both finally result in ill-operated horizontal communication within the 

company.    

    Finally, crisis communication is also playing a decisive role in the performance 

of organizational communication. When the realty market becomes unstable, this 

would directly influence the sales performance and further weakens agents’ 

confidences in working. As for Sinyi Realty, they acknowledge the importance of 

crisis communication when a recession unfolds: 

Mostly the company makes excellent sales performances during the bad time 

of realty market, and this is exactly the embodiment of the concept of 

“accelerating on the curve”. This concept is always advocated by Mr. Chou at 

the monthly meeting. Needless to say, promotion of the concept helps to create 

working atmosphere full of dynamics and recover the morale of all the 

employees. (MI11B) 

 

The company wouldn’t hide the fact of economic slump but rather analyze the 

situation and tell the employees what to do and how to do at their best. The 

point is to recover their confidences and give them needed guidances at the 

monthly meeting. (FH12) 
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However, under certain situation, the company wouldn’t like to reveal the truth and 

even refuse to inform its employees. Last year, Sinyi Group planned to launch a new 

franchising brand called “Yi-Fu Realty”, but this ready-to-launch plan was finally 

turned down by certain board members: 

The biggest problem of the company now is refuse to communicate and 

explain the reasons to you. All they want from the employees is just to do what 

they are told to do by the supervisors. The upper executives say nothing 

regarding this news, but most of us are aware of this news. This is the most 

terrible situation! In fact, many colleagues got informed not by the company 

but by the newspaper, and this is exactly a terrible example of organizational 

communication within Sinyi Realty. (MI11A) 

 

I didn’t hear anything about this news. But I think the company should let us 

know what things happened. Frankly, it does feel bad if I got informed by 

outer sources about the news of Sinyi Realty. (FH01) 

 

Actually, the news itself is not negative at all. But when the company refuses to reveal 

the fact and doesn’t want to do any explanation, the fact would be finally turned into 

negative impression of the company. Moreover, this situation would even impair the 

employees’ trusts in the company. Accordingly, the company has to face this problem 

and tries hard to be more open-minded to dealing with this situation. Therefore, an 

improvement in the operation of crisis communication would effectively complete the 
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application of organizational communication within Sinyi Realty.  

 

    In the past, most of the superiors and managers in service-oriented firms focused 

on selling the brand to the external customers who are seen as the target audiences of 

marketing campaigns. However, it is employees (internal customers) that deliver 

corporate’s brand value to external customers, which could be inferred that corporates 

need to first explain and disseminate essential brand messages to their employees 

through brand communication consistently. Besides, in order to motivate employees 

to identify and even internalize corporate’s brand, it’s necessary to take brand 

communication as a long-term strategy rather than one-time campaign, in the 

expectation that brand messages would end up being woven into the fabric of the 

corporate (Bergstrom et al., 2002; Mitchell, 2002). On this basis, Mitchell (2002) 

argues that “it’s a fact of business that if employees don’t care about or understand 

their company’s brands, they will ultimately weaken their organizations.” Therefore, 

how to effectively deliver brand messages to employees can be recognized as an 

essential strategy in terms of internal marketing. Within Sinyi Realty, the corporate 

concepts and brand values are the pillars of business operation, so how to 

communicate them to employees would be another significant issue. Besides, the 

concept of “doing right before making money” would be considered to be the number-

one core value attached to the corporate brand that the company hopes every 
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employee could comply with it. Thus, the company aims to disseminate the brand 

messages through different internal communication channels. In Sinyi Realty, the first 

time of newly employed being exposed to brand messages and values would be 

through educational training program. Next, the company would iteratively emphasize 

the brand values through different ways of brand communication:  

Mr. Chou would prepare his presentation at every monthly meeting whereby 

he directly conveys his ideas and concepts to the employees. So this channel 

of communicating the corporate’s concepts and brand values is smooth and 

unimpeded for me because he directly communicates with us. (MI11B) 

 

In addition to monthly meeting, monthly discussion on corporate’s concepts 

would be another mostly-seen and effective way of brand communication, by 

which each store would hold a discussion based on the references regarding 

corporate’s operating concepts provided by the company. Besides, I think 

monthly discussion on corporate’s concepts held by each store manager is 

more likely to fully convey brand values. I consider it a great way of 

disseminating brand values! (FH01) 

 

Some say that the company would punish those who don’t comply with the 

corporates’ concepts when doing their works and then post it on the internal website 

to alert other employees. In other words, the company would make use of both 

encouragement and punishment as ways of brand communication to convey essential 

brand messages to them and further require them to abide by these concepts and 
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values. When it comes to unofficial channel of delivering brand values, the seniors 

and direct managers would play the decisive roles in delivering brand messages:  

Though the first contact with corporate concepts is done by the company, the 

realty agents mostly receive corporate concepts and brand values during work 

time via the help by store managers. Accordingly, store managers play the 

most important roles in delivering corporate concepts and brand values. 

(MH21) 

 

…… it is the seniors who are responsible for guiding me that have huge 

influence on my knowledge of corporate concepts and brand values. Frankly, 

they are the reasons I identify with the company and hold positive attitude 

toward it whenever I’m inside or outside the company. (FI16) 

 

For some administrative members, the company seems to put more emphasis on 

delivering corporate concepts to the realty agents than to them. Perhaps they are doing 

works behind and different from the realty agents who have to stand in front-line 

facing the external customers. Further, some may argue that there are no training 

programs regarding professional knowledge and corporate culture specifically 

designed for the administrative directors, especially those who have their own 

specialties and are invited by the company to take over the position. If those invited 

directors didn’t take related courses and have no need to go through brand 

communication constantly, how to make sure they would integrate themselves with 
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the spirit of corporate concepts and brand values of Sinyi Realty? However, two years 

ago Sinyi Realty started to provide courses about corporate ethics respectively 

designed for senior directors, assistant managers, store managers, realty agents and 

staff members at basic level, and those courses lasted over two years: 

Sinyi Realty is willing to let its employees spend so much time to take the 

courses regarding corporate ethics, which indeed costs incredibly a lot for the 

company. …… the extent to which this company puts emphasis on corporate 

ethics is far more than others. (MA29) 

 

The most critical goal of brand communication within a company is not only to 

effectively deliver brand messages to the employees, but to embody the brand values 

in their practical operations of work. In an attempt to implement the ultimate goal of 

brand communication, Sinyi Realty plans to develop internal teachers who is very 

experienced at practical operation of combining on-spot works with corporate 

concepts and their performances on work are outstanding as well: 

Once the internal teacher are trained to become “messengers” in an effort to 

disseminate corporate culture and concepts within the company, the delivery 

of core values could be carried out much more effectively. (MA29) 

 

If the mission of delivering corporate culture is finally completed, there will be many 

“faith communicators” who are more capable of convincing other employees of 

corporate concepts and brand values due to their past working experiences and 
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performances. Apparently, Sinyi Realty pays much more attention to applying brand 

communication because it realizes that corporates are supposed to focus on 

communicating its brand knowledge and values to its employees to engender 

congruent brand perception among them (Smidts et al., 2001; Hatch & Schultz, 2003; 

Chiang, 2009). Most importantly, the ultimate goal of brand communication, say 

Sinyi Realty in particular, is to drive the employees to effectively apply corporate 

concepts and brand values to their daily works. More specifically, brand 

communication is considered to be the way of impelling employees to be much closer 

to the state of “live the brand”.    

4.3 Analysis of Employee Psychological Ownership 

    Generally speaking, psychological ownership is an attitude comprising of both 

cognitive and affective constructs (Pierce et al., 2003). It is also argued that perceived 

possessive feelings would engender affect-driven behaviors (Van Dyne and Pierce, 

2004). In terms of psychological ownership, it also emphasizes the emotional 

attachment to certain target. Most importantly, these two essences embedded in 

psychological ownership respond to the argument that psychological ownership 

satisfies three basic human needs: having a place (a sense of belonging), efficacy and 

self-identity (Pierce et al., 2001). When taking the organizational context into account, 

psychological ownership usually refers to employees who experience ownership for 
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the organization (Chi and Han, 2008), and at the same time asks the question “How 

much do I feel this organization is mine?” (Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004). In addition to 

organizational psychological ownership, the other state of ownership generated by the 

employees is possessive feeling toward corporate brand. As such, when employees 

possess a positive sense of feelings toward the corporate brand, it signals the 

emergence of brand psychological ownership among employees (Chiang, 2009).  

    According to analysis of internal marketing within Sinyi Realty, it seems the 

company makes efforts to contribute to the integrity of internal marketing. In this 

regard, this study then turns to the state of psychological ownership owned by the 

employees to figure out the extent to which they feel this corporate is theirs. In other 

words, the performances of employee psychological ownership can be considered to 

be an indicator of the degree of effectively carrying out internal marketing. Further, 

this study divides employee psychological ownership into two parts in order to 

discreetly examine their psychological ownership toward different objects which 

respectively are the company itself and the corporate brand.  

4.3.1 Organizational Psychological Ownership 

In terms of organizational psychological ownership, it is widely confirmed that it 

positively correlates with the ensuing work-related attitudes and behaviors (Pierce et 

al., 2001; Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004; Avey et al., 2009). Thus, organizational 
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psychological ownership can be seen as contributor to the relation between the 

organization and its members. When it comes to satisfying basic needs, employees 

with organizational ownership are able to meet the needs of having a sense of place, 

feeling efficacious and expressing self-identity in the organizational setting (Pierce et 

al., 2001). Besides, traits of organizational psychological ownership are also 

recognized by scholars (Van Dyne and Pierce, 2004), including attitudes, self-concept 

and sense of responsibility. As for Sinyi Realty, its employees show disparities of 

degree of psychological ownership for the company, and interestingly their reasons 

are almost totally different from each other.  

    Firstly, we focus on the need of having a sense of place, which is always 

considered to be a sense of belonging as well. Mostly, for those who sense a feeling of 

being at home when they are in the workplace, formation of members in certain store 

or division is the most critical contributor to having a sense of belonging for these 

employees:  

Due to the personalities of my colleagues I do sense a feeling of being at 

home; we share personal feelings and many other things with each other and 

they’re just like my families. ……and store manager also plays a very 

important role in influencing my sense of feeling like home specific to the 

store I stay. (FH01) 

 

My age is close to my colleagues and we’re soon to get along with each other, 
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so we are indeed in great relationships. Frankly, I felt sad when I was going to 

leave them. (FI16) 

 

By that time I was a store secretary and the store I stayed was totally like a 

home to me. In addition to attending to agents’ sales performances, I also have 

to care about everything related to them. As for me at that time, I desperately 

wanted to take good care of them. Compared to my current work (different 

position) that have to deal with around 50 persons, there were only 7-8 people 

you had to get along with when being a store secretary. So the degree of 

closeness among us derived from the past work is much higher than from my 

current position. (FH12) 

 

Accordingly, the colleagues they work with and the positions they take are the most 

decisive factors in influencing the formation of a sense of belonging toward their 

workplaces. On the other hand, there are definitely opposite feelings of having a place 

in the working context: 

During my late stage of being a realty agent, what matters to me is the sense of 

belonging formed in my workplace and there is nothing to do with Sinyi 

Realty. ……after changing my career to be a staff member, I don’t think of 

Sinyi Realty as my home because I don’t have 100% trust in it and still have 

my own career plan. (MI11A) 

 

…… since I have been transferred to different stores frequently and I can’t 

stay in one store for a long time, I don’t produce stronger psychological 

ownership toward any store. Comparatively, I have owned a higher degree of 
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psychological ownership for the company. (MH21) 

 

Besides, there are different explanations for the state of “having a place” found in 

other employees within Siniyi Realty: 

The company indeed has gradually transformed its working atmosphere into a 

working place conducive to encouraging more communications and 

collaborations. Besides, the company began to focus on fully implementing 

the regulation of monthly leave, which stresses that living is as important as 

working. Under this changing condition, I would like to keep staying here in 

the future. (MI08)  

 

Sinyi Realty creates a working place regulated by explicit rules. 

Comparatively, working at this place makes me feel relieved and secured. 

(FH01)    

 

Higgins (1997, 1998) suggests that there are two forms of psychological 

ownership based on the concept of self-regulation system for individuals which are 

promotion and preventative-oriented focus. As an employer who promotes promotion-

focused approach, he or she is much more inclined to see corporate’s improvement as 

personal fulfilment (Avey et al., 2009), which indicates that the company would be 

more willing to adopt internal marketing in an attempt not only to motivate employees 

to possess ownership for the corporate, but to encourage them to act favorably toward 

the company. On the other hand, those with preventative focus are more inclined not 

to exchange possessed objects regardless of tangible or intangible because they seek 
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to avoid change and maintain stability. In this regard, it refers to the role of 

territoriality in psychological ownership. Simply speaking, if individuals anticipate 

infringement on their targets of ownership, they may immediately take actions to 

maintain the levels of ownership and to expel the threats taken by others. When 

applied to the context of corporate, territoriality is usually considered to lead 

employees to become more “preoccupied with “objects of ownership”, at the expense 

of their performances or other pro-social behaviors” (Avey et al., 2009, p.176) 

However, there is no superior psychological ownership than the other because both of 

them are required to meet different needs. Within Sinyi Realty, employees have 

different opinions on exhibition of promotive and preventive psychological ownership 

possessed by realty agents in particular:  

From the aspects of realty agents, the stronger they hope to become, the more 

help they need. The best recourse of the company is the platform formed by 

more than 400 stores in which there are so many opportunities to obtain. In 

other words, it’s supposed to adopt collaborative approach instead of working 

hard on your own. (MA04B) 

 

Frankly, realty agents are prepared to work and fight alone. In reality, one 

customer is served by one agent; if other agents come to offer services to my 

customer, perhaps I wouldn’t allow them to do that. Back to the time when I 

was a realty agent, I thought my colleagues and I were in the relationships of 

frenemy with each other. (MI11A) 
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Organizational psychological ownership also has to meet employee’s need of 

expressing self-identity to others. In this regard, symbolic expressions of the self is 

based on our interaction with possessions. In a corporate’s context, some employees’ 

behaviors are well-explained by an attempt to define themselves with the use of 

tangible and intangible possessions:  

When other employees of different stores praise our store for having excellent 

sale performances, I feel exalted and so proud of it! …… I’m proud of Siny 

Realty and hope Sinyi Realty would also feel proud of me in return. (FU03) 

 

I did enjoy staying in Sinyi branch store because it has continued to win first 

place of best sales performance for more than 6 years. I was one of them 

providing assistance in making the store’s history! …...though I was assigned 

to other store for the purpose of providing assistance, I still think of Sinyi store 

as part of me. (MI11B) 

 

Frankly, it’s necessary for me not to involve myself in the corporate’s context 

in an attempt to make me clear-headed. More specifically, I have to tell myself 

I’m not part of Sinyi Realty, otherwise I couldn’t remain neutral to do my 

current work. (MI11A) 

 

Feelings of ownership also trigger a sense of responsibility for the tangible or 

intangible possessions. As for employees of Sinyi Realty, they possess different 

interpretations of exhibiting sense of responsibility:  
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It is my store that I have to manage it to become like a home in which the 

colleagues gradually possess a sense of belonging to this store. It’s not easy to 

operate a family-like store, but it’s a definite objective for which I have to 

work hard. (MI08) 

 

I’m now responsible for the part, so I would pour 100% concern in this 

company (certain subsidiary of Sinyi Realty), deeply care about the division I 

stay now and anticipate its future development wholeheartedly. (MA04B)  

 

Frankly, I don’t want to leave the store when it is still in a bad state because 

I’m afraid my leave would have a negative influence on the sales performance 

of the store. I started to work here when it was just founded and it is indeed 

like my child! I desperately hope to see its growth and wish it best. (FU03) 

 

Accordingly, feelings of ownership for certain entity can be expressed by trait of a 

sense of responsibility. Further, possessing organizational ownership is able to meet 

the need of feeling efficacy over the organization or related entities: 

My work requires me to exert an influence on the company because I’m 

responsible for designing corporate regulations. The reason why I do my work 

cautiously and deliberately is because I possess this kind of influence over the 

employees. Wrong-designed regulation would trigger incorrect behaviors done 

by employees. (FH12)  

 

…… in other words, to what extent I can control and exert influence over the 

company is a decisive factor to the level of my psychological ownership for 

the company. Besides, promotion of the position also increases the degree of 
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my possession for the company. (MI11A) 

 

The store manager I work with now is more acceptive for our opinions. On 

this basis, I think I can exert my influence through the store manager because 

what I raise and suggest for the store is more likely to be accepted and put into 

practice finally. (FH01) 

 

However, there are still others hold opposite feelings in terms of sense of 

responsibility within Sinyi Realty:  

My psychological ownership for the company can be described by a learning 

curve; at the very beginning, there are pretty much things to learn, until now I 

find myself arriving at the plateau, and this situation is mostly applied to realty 

agents. To me, I’ve done well in terms of my sales performance and I’m 

almost going to reach the best state of some seniors. As a result, I feel that the 

future prospects for employees are limited and that’s all there’s to it. (MI11B) 

 

When time goes by, my psychological ownership for the company is on the 

wane. The company scales up and the way of management is always carried 

out by downward communication. In this regard, it’s almost impossible to 

exert influence over the company and to ask for change within the company 

on my own. (MH21) 

 

The facts above indicate that when employees figure out they don’t possess sense of 

accomplishments or exert their influences as much as before, their psychological 

ownership toward the company would gradually go down. Accordingly, it’s necessary 
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for the company to satisfy employees’ innate needs to be efficacious, and at the same 

time to convince them of the importance of their roles in the company.  

4.3.2 Brand Psychological Ownership 

    In addition to organizational psychological ownership, there is another state of 

ownership found in a corporate, and this is possessive feeling toward the corporate 

brand which signals the emergence of brand psychological ownership among 

employees. According to Chiang (2009), brand psychological ownership is triggered 

by satisfying certain needs, including a sense of belonging toward the corporate 

brand, feelings of efficacy for the corporate brand and corporate brand image 

extension. Besides, he also proposes three kinds of traits found in brand psychological 

ownership, which are positive attitude, accountability and identification with the 

corporate brand. When applied to Sinyi Realty, we try to figure out how its employees 

think of the corporate brand and how they express their feelings of possessions toward 

the corporate brand. 

    It is inferred that when employees feel they are responsible for enhancing or 

protecting the corporate brand, they seem to defend their own images to some extent. 

For most of the respondents, whether they would like to defend Sinyi’s brand depends 

on to whom they are going to explain, whereas still others believe that it is their 

responsibilities to defend and improve the corporate brand: 
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When I hear someone’s evaluation going against Sinyi Realty, I would be 

desperate to talk to them and share everything good about Sinyi Realty with 

them. I’ll do my best to explain to them. (FH12) 

 

If someone misunderstands Sinyi Realty, whether I would stand up for it is 

conditional on the nature of things. I think it’s no need to do further 

explanation to those who take certain thing or someone wrong. However, if 

they misunderstand corporate concept and brand value, I would like to actively 

discuss with them and tell them the truth. (FH01) 

 

…… I would voluntarily explain to the customers the reasons of adopting 

these procedures and the ensuing effects on their rights after implementation. 

This way makes them clearly understand the securities they obtain for their 

rights and further motivates them to identify with the procedures insisted by 

Sinyi Realty. But there are still others who don’t want to make further 

explanation about the procedures and reply without any concern. (MH21) 

 

Feeling efficacy for the corporate brand is one need to be satisfied by brand 

psychological ownership, which is similar to organizational psychological ownership. 

As such, possessing ownership for the brand facilitates the feelings of influence over 

the management of corporate brand:   

I would do my best for which I’m responsible and this can avoid sales 

conflicts in days to come…… and other colleagues also work hard on 

checking on available houses to ensure the customers they are definitely not 

haunted houses. This way is indeed beneficial for the corporate brand. (FI16) 
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As for customer, they would identify with the agents first then with the 

corporate brand. In other words, once the customers are satisfied with the 

services provided by Sinyi agents, they would start to like the Sinyi agent they 

work with. Further, the customers would project their good impression of the 

agent upon Sinyi Realty, and finally they even identify with the corporate 

brand. Accordingly, it is the services we provide that differentiate us from 

other companies. (MH21)  

 

My working partners would feel satisfied in the store if I create and maintain a 

favorable and comfortable working environment for them. In this regard, the 

services they provide would also satisfy the external customers. By which 

every store aims to do like this, it definitely brings a positive impact on the 

corporate brand. (MI08) 

 

Next on, this study turns to another trait of brand psychological ownership found 

in a corporate, which is identification with the corporate brand. Even if employees 

perceive their identification with the corporate brand, identification among employees 

goes with a wide range of degree found in Sinyi Realty: 

I have identified with Sinyi’s brand when I was a customer then; needless to 

say, the extent to which I identify with it has been exalted after I work for 

Sinyi Realty, and I also gradually realized its external brand image coincides 

with inner concepts and practical operation. (MA04B) 

 

Actually, this event (Yi-Fu Realty news) is indeed against Sinyi’s brand image 

which is “do what I say”. As for me, this event brings little impact on my 
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feeling toward Sinyi Realty instead because I’m always at the middle place of 

Likert Scale in terms of identification with corporate brand. I know the brand 

values are great, but in reality sometimes the company still can’t 100% carry 

them out. Therefore, I realize that the degree to my identification with it won’t 

go up to the top. (MI11A) 

 

Frankly, I don’t agree with its decision that aims to expand the realty market in 

China. This strategy exactly conflicts with core corporate concept which 

stresses “doing right before getting interests”. As a result, my psychological 

ownership for Sinyi’s brand gradually wanes down. (MH21)  

 

Besides, Sinyi Group has many other subsidiaries engaging in different specialties, 

and within it Sinyi Realty possesses the most resources and always has to share them 

with other subsidiary businesses. Based on the fact, one question arises from this 

situation and is directed at the employees of subsidiaries: which corporate brand they 

identify with the most? Either certain subsidiary they work at or Sinyi Realty? 

Recently, “Sinyi” has been added on to our company’s original name, and this 

change would raise our identification with “Sinyi Realty” in a practical 

manner. But here comes a question: do I belong to Sinyi Realty or to the 

company I work at? ……we would create our identification with the 

subsidiary and feel that it is our family. In this regard, I would identify with 

Global Asset Management much more, and comparatively identify with Sinyi 

Realty less. (MA04A) 

 

However, the subsidiaries of Sinyi Group follow Sinyi’s corporate culture and brand 
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spirit, whereby identification with Sinyi Realty would be strengthened among 

employees of other subsidiaries. After all, subsidiaries of Sinyi Group represents the 

brand of “Sinyi” to some degree. On the other hand, each subsidiary would bind its 

employees together to form their psychological ownership for the subsidiary itself. 

Perhaps sometimes they feel confused with the shift between psychological ownership 

for the company they work at and for Sinyi Realty.  

    At last, we put our emphasis on another root of brand psychological ownership 

which is corporate brand image extension. Simply speaking, when you think of this 

brand as yours and wholeheartedly identify with this brand, you would then view the 

corporate brand image as part of extended self (Furby, 1978). In this regard, the brand 

represents part of you so you hope it would become better and better. Within a 

corporate, employees are still split in half that some tend to relate themselves to 

corporate brand image and the others don’t, for sure Sinyi Realty is not the exception: 

To be frank, I integrate myself with Sinyi Realty in a whole. As a result, I 

don’t want it spoiled and to hear of anything bad about Sinyi Realty. I would 

feel shamed if I hear of it. (FH12) 

 

…… I hope outsiders consider me good because I came from Sinyi Realty. 

Thus I’m proud of Sinyi Realty and think it is proud of me as well. (FU03) 

 

I personally think how is the corporate brand image has a direct influence on 

me. …… however, I feel the strength of corporate brand is weaker than before 
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because the public mostly mistake Sinyi Realty for other realty companies that 

are notorious for their malicious behaviors. Accordingly, I don’t really want to 

talk about which company I’m working for and try to avoid joining this kind 

of topic. Nowadays, I become afraid of relating myself to Sinyi Realty though 

I know the company is becoming bigger and better. It is the environment 

outside which alters public impressions of realty agents that changes my 

perception of Sinyi’s external image. (MI08) 

 

Accordingly, even if employees identify with the corporate brand itself still some of 

them don’t want to relate themselves to it for certain reasons. On the other hand, when 

employees view corporate brand as part of extended self, they would like to keep their 

images consistent with it and further hope it becomes better and stronger. Take Sinyi 

Realty for example, if there are more employees who consider themselves as “Sinyi 

Man”, the company is much more likely to unite them to become usable momentum 

for effectively carrying out core concepts of “Sin-Yi”. Further, the company would 

bring positive effect on the realty industry and be expected to transform public 

impression of realty agents.   

 

4.4 Relations between Internal Marketing and Employee 

Psychological Ownership & Derivative Propositions 

 

Based on the results of analysis, it is inferred that relationships between internal 

marketing and employee psychological ownership can be proved by facts and 
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evidences from interview materials. Besides, drawn from the case analysis there are 

other critical factors that bring influence on performances of employee psychological 

ownership. Accordingly, in order to have a good command of the relations, it’s better 

to make use of graphic explanation (see figure 3). This graph explicitly points out two 

kinds of relations that both practices of internal marketing and some other facts found 

in Sinyi Realty exert their influences on employee psychological ownership.  

 

Figure 3. Key Findings about Relation between Internal Marketing and Employee 

Psychological Ownership 

Firstly, we focus on the relations between internal marketing and employee 

psychological ownership regardless of positive or negative. Generally, most of the 

companies would not like to lift basic salary for its employees, especially for the 

newly employed. However, Sinyi Realty decides to lift basic salary up to 60 

thousands per month for the newly employed in the first six months. From Sinyi’s 

Employee 
Psychological

Ownership

Internal 
Marketing
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perspective, they expect of the novice working hard and trying best without worrying 

their living, which makes them feel secured and strive for the company. In this regard, 

the novice would gradually form sense of responsibility and positive attitude toward 

the company. Six months later, those who can’t pass the examination would be forced 

to leave and the rest would become permanent employees. For the eligible employees, 

they’ve already equipped with needed skills and knowledge in the six-month period 

whereby they can nail the works on their own, even though basic payment goes back 

to around 24 thousands per month. When it comes to the salary and bonus system of 

Sinyi Realty, it is totally different from that of other realty companies which 

emphasizes individual bonus instead of team-work performances. As for Sinyi Realty, 

they make efforts to attract ideal employees who are willing to work hard, act 

decently and being conscientious about their works by means of its designed salary 

and bonus system. It is the exclusive salary and bonus system that helps out keeping 

appropriate employees work for the company. Most importantly, employees who 

choose to stay on at Sinyi Realty are more likely to identify and further internalize the 

corporate concepts and brand values. It’s worth mention that Mr. Chou, Chun-Chi, 

chairman of Sinyi Realty, is generous in providing handsome award money, like 

appropriating one-third of annual revenue for employee’s year-end bonus or offering 

higher bonus while employees stay longer and reach certain level of sales amount. 
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Accordingly, taken the specific salary and bonus system into account those employees 

who would like to keep working hard are expected to finally possess positive attitude 

and feel sense of accountability for the company. Based on the discussion above, one 

related derivative proposition arises: “A more transparent, reasonable and 

encouraging salary and bonus system would make employees gradually possess 

positive attitude and further sense of responsibility for the company.” 

There would be many other people working together in the same place, and what 

really counts is the practices of organizational communication. In Sinyi Realty, all 

newly employed would be assigned a specific senior mentor to give them timely and 

proper instructions while they are in need for work. This kind of apprenticeship helps 

the novice adapt themselves to the works sooner and the working place as well. In 

fact, if the appointed mentors do their best to guide, teach and interact with the newly 

employed they would hold a much more positive attitude toward the works and form 

their sense of belonging to the working place little by little. However, if the mentors 

would not like to take on responsibility of taking good care of the novices, they may 

ask no one for help and feel frustrated in the end. Some may turn to other seniors for 

help, whereas still some can’t bear facing such situation because they don’t receive 

due care and support from the company. On the other hand, ways of communication 

implemented by direct supervisor would be another issue. According to interview 
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materials, in recent years Sinyi Realty starts to stress the importance of 

communicating with subordinates, especially for the realty agents. Take store manager 

for example, they are now expected to listen attentively to the subordinates and also 

help create a more harmonious working environment. Actually it is widely recognized 

the working place which is conducive to having communications would be thought to 

be a pleasant place to stay and work. What’s more, gradually sense of belonging 

would then emerge to some extent among employees. In terms of weekly or monthly 

meetings, senior authorities mostly would attend related meetings in person, which 

creates chances for employees to have conversation with the high-level seniors and 

makes them feel valued by the company. Once their opinions and ideas are recognized 

or even adopted, then employees would start to form feelings of efficacy over the 

company. In this regard, one related proposition comes out: “The extent to which 

working environment is conducive to and in support of having communication has a 

huge impact on forming sense of belonging and feelings of efficacy for the company 

among employees, which directly affects the turnover of staff.” 

    Every company has its own specific corporate culture which also exerts 

significant influence on employee psychological ownership. As for Sinyi Realty, when 

it comes to job promotion or internal job switch, there is no restriction at all as long as 

you’re capable of doing things and willing to take on the ensuing responsibility. For 
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example, a realty agent who has worked for two some years can turn to striving for 

managerial position mostly the store manager. Generally speaking, most of the 

companies think highly of employee’s seniority in terms of job promotion, whereas 

Sinyi Realty doesn’t seem to limit its employees’ capacities and possibilities in career 

development. Moreover, there have been some changes in corporate culture for the 

past few years in respect of organizational communication and monthly leave. In the 

past, effective communication didn’t seem to appear frequently within Sinyi Realty 

and vertical communication in particular, but in recent years the company has kept 

putting more and more emphasis on having effective communication with employees. 

In order to put the concept into effect, direct supervisors are asked to possess more 

empathy, treat subordinates with due respect and be inclined to give them timely 

encouragement. Under such condition, employees are more likely to be encouraged to 

possess higher working morale and passion. On the other hand, Sinyi Realty also 

starts to stress the work-and-life balance, which indicates the company tries hard to 

carry out the regulated monthly leave specific to employees. In general, the changes 

in corporate culture of Sinyi Realty are deemed as perceptible internal progress by its 

employees. As a result, here comes another derivative proposition which is “The 

corporate culture which seems more favorable for employees is the key to motivating 

them to hold positive attitude and further identify with the company.” 
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   In addition to internal progress recognized by employees, Sinyi Realty aims to lift 

external growth as well for sure. Sinyi Realty is the only one listed realty company in 

Taiwan, and it also actively explores and expands foreign markets, including China 

and Japan. When a company scales up then it needs more and more assistance to take 

care of its businesses, which refers that there would be more and more internal job 

vacancies released. In other words, employees may switch their jobs to another 

without transferring to other companies. Besides, there is no special restriction on 

such application as long as employees are deemed as capable of doing the job and 

taking on ensuing responsibilities. As for employee, having the opportunity to transfer 

the original job to a new one increases the possibility for them to meet challenges 

from works. In fact, higher challenging the job is, higher working passion employees 

would hold. Further, they are more likely to form sense of accomplishment to some 

extent when successfully tackling the challenges from work. Therefore, employees are 

able to exert their capacities and further manifest self-worth of their existences by 

means of shift in job. Most importantly, by the time they find their own values in the 

company they would like to stay on and keep working for it. Accordingly, it is 

inferred that “only if employees have fun at work, hold working passion for the works 

and finally realize their own values for the company would they like to stay on in the 

company and further identify with it.” 
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    CEO of Sinyi Realty refers to another meaning which is “Chief Ethical Officer”. 

Actually, this position is regarded as the heart of the company. CEO of Sinyi Realty 

perhaps is the unprecedented position in Taiwan, let alone other realty companies. 

Compared to organizational communication, the company seems to put more focus on 

brand communication with its employees. The CEO is responsible for convincing 

employees that combining brand values with practical operation is possible. 

Implementing the combination has its difficulties in theoretical and practical aspect. 

As a result, Sinyi Realty has kept paying attention to this latent problem and finally it 

sets up the position of CEO which is directly subordinate to Mr. Chou, Chun-Chi. The 

CEO has to transform corporate concepts into practical measures which could be 

effectively applied by employees and realty agents in particular. By the time 

employees can smoothly interact with the customers in accord with brand concepts 

and spirit, it seems that somehow those addressed rules and concepts would be 

internalized to become part of their personal characters. In other words, establishment 

of CEO can be regarded as a contributor to enhancing psychological ownership for 

the corporate brand. Whereby constantly carrying out the corporate concepts through 

works, employees would be more likely to believe in the company and identify with 

the corporate brand to some extent. Moreover, they are inclined to relate themselves 

to the corporate brand and further view it as part of extended-self. In this regard, one 
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proposition arises: “The unprecedented position of CEO not only contributes to 

delivering corporate concepts and brand values but helps intensify identification with 

the corporate brand for employees.”  

    In terms of realty agents, they always has to work long hours and mostly work on 

weekend. Since they are expected to earn as more successful sales as possible, their 

works seem to be full of stress. Besides, given that basic salary is around 24 

thousands and monthly payment is fluctuating for the sake of sales performances, 

usually they have to work very hard to make money and even sacrifice their monthly 

leave. Under such stressful condition, all they want to do is improve sales 

performance and this is one of the reasons that some realty agents don’t feel at home 

at all while they’re in the working place. Besides, they are also inclined to take no rest 

when concerning for their sales performances, let alone sparing the time for 

undertaking advanced studies. According to the respondents, works of being realty 

agents take up almost all of their time, so they are desperately to rest when they are on 

leave. Even if the company periodically provides different kinds of courses, realty 

agents usually choose not to attend. As a result, related practices of internal marketing 

directed at employees can’t seem to exert expected influences on them. This situation 

explains another aspect of relationship between internal marketing and employee 

psychological ownership: “When employees feel the amount of works takes up most of 
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their time, they would find out they are doing the routine and have no time improving 

in related knowledge and skills. Working in an undesirable environment finally drives 

employees to hold unfavorable attitude toward the company and feel stressed out 

instead of being at home.”    

    When employees have opinions and complaints about the company, frequently 

they find it’s hard to convey their feelings and thoughts to the seniors and upper 

executives. Vertical communication is somewhat obstructed within Sinyi Realty. 

According to the respondents, the company suggests approaching and communicating 

with direct manager when employees are in need of raising questions or making 

complaints. As discussed above, most of problems could be resolved by seniors 

relying on their experiences, but still others have yet to be responded. Besides, most 

of the respondents doubt Mr. Chou’s mailbox would mail back in response. On the 

other hand, in face of certain matter that thought to bring somewhat negative impact 

on Sinyi Realty, the company seems not to tell its employees and even take it as 

nothing happened, like the news of failed launching of Yi-Fu Realty. It is argued that 

Sinyi Realty doesn’t possess 100% open-minded attitude toward internal doubts and 

complaints coming from its employees. While their questions and complaints are not 

well treated and responded in time, they would feel receiving indifference from the 

company. Compared to horizontal communication, most of employees think it’s 
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necessary for the company to improve in vertical communication, especially the 

upward one. Accordingly, the proposition here argues that “once employees consider 

internal vertical communication is impeded they would gradually lose confidence in 

the company and realize they are insignificant to it as well.” 

       Each company has its own unique corporate culture and this is also the 

necessity for effectively carrying out internal marketing. In terms of Sinyi Realty, its 

corporate culture is basically based on the corporate concepts and brand values in 

order to immerse its employees in such context. The company looks forward to 

motivating employees to firstly get used to corporate culture, then accept it and 

identify with it in the end. However, some respondents think that corporate culture 

doesn’t seem friendly to employees and sometimes it would even make them feel 

depressed and excluded. When certain trading conflict occurs, the company would 

immediately concede to the customers without understanding and assessing what 

really happens before. Sadly, there is always no room for discussion for employees. It 

is argued that Sinyi Realty is inclined to impose what it deems as right on its 

employees and not to care about their feelings at all. Frankly that is to say, the 

company doesn’t have enough empathy while interacting with its employees on the 

issue of customer rights. In other words, the company pays more attention to 

customer’s feeling, which indicates it pretty minds its corporate external image. In 
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this regard, employees consider the company doesn’t value them and even looks 

down on them. What’s worse, some of them may think their meanings of existence are 

degraded. The discussion above leads to one related proposition: “The fact that right 

of customers always has priority over that of employees would drive employees to 

hold unfavorable attitude against the company and gradually lose trust in it.”   

    Based on the discussion above, practices of internal marketing do have impact on 

performances of employee psychological ownership. In reality, some other factors are 

found to play important roles in influencing psychological ownership for employees. 

Given of the significance of other factors, it’s also necessary to explore their relations 

with employee psychological ownership. Firstly, the most influential factor is 

considered to be whether employee is able to get well along with colleagues at the 

working place. Apparently, if employee finds hard to get along with colleagues and 

make no friends there, this tough condition may let him/her feel lonely and 

uncomfortable. As for realty agents in particular and given of their stressful works, 

some of them can’t persist any longer while they aren’t able to fit in the working 

environment and even feel excluded at the working place. The most important reason 

is that works of being realty agents take up almost their time, so colleagues seem to be 

the commonly seen persons in their lives. After all, they have too little time to meet up 

with old friends or make new friends outside the working place. Accordingly, it is 
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inferred that “getting along with colleagues in the same working place would satisfy 

the need of having a place which directly affects the degree of organizational 

psychological ownership for employees.” 

    The emergence of sense of accomplishment is affected by various reasons, one of 

which is to what extent employees consider their jobs are influential within the 

company. When employees realize the importance of their jobs, they would then 

possess feelings of efficacy over the company. Under such condition, employees 

would pretty like to contribute themselves to the works and the company. Most 

importantly, the company is supposed to convince its employees that what they do on 

work is essential to the company’s growth. On the other hand, the company has to be 

willing to let employees indeed exert their influences and at the same time ask them to 

take on the ensuing responsibilities. So here is one related proposition arising in the 

course of discussion: “By the time employees recognize the influences of their works 

on the company, they would start to perceive the meaning of their existence and then 

form feelings of efficacy and sense of accountability over the company.”  

     Each company owns individual external image and almost every company 

would take it as prerequisite while operating business, especially for the service 

companies. In terms of realty companies in Taiwan, the public usually doesn’t have 

good impression of them. Appreciation of realty market has been lasting for more than 
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10 years, which directly gives rise to discontent and misunderstanding among the 

public. Since most of the realty companies would plan to make it big in revenue, they 

would do anything by hook or crook that makes their services terrible. Unfortunately, 

the public is inclined to consider all the realty companies as the same that they only 

care about making money instead of providing high quality services. However, Sinyi 

Realty insists on keeping doing the right things before making money and strictly 

requires every employees to comply with it. It is also worth mention that Sinti Realty 

is the only one listed company and has been frequently awarded in respect of business 

operation or CSR. Though Sinyi Realty is literally different from other realty 

companies, some of its employees are still afraid of relating themselves to the brand 

of Sinyi Realty especially when they are not on work. In addition to external image, 

external growth of the company is another influential factor that brings certain effect 

on employee psychological ownership. While the scale of Sinyi Realty becomes 

larger, employees acquire more resources to tap and welfare to enjoy, and at the same 

time they would have much more confidence in the company. In other words, they 

would feel proud of the company and being part of it. Taken both external image and 

growth into account, some employees may feel contradictory when expressing their 

feelings toward the corporate brand. Accordingly, it indicates that “external image 

(say how the public evaluates the company) and external growth do have direct 
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impacts on performances of employee psychological ownership for the corporate 

brand.”  

    All the discussion above aims to explore relationships between internal 

marketing and employee psychological ownership, and some other factors also 

manifest their close relations with psychological ownership for the organization and 

the corporate brand. In total, there are 8 propositions describing the former relation; 

other 3 propositions stress the latter relation. As a result, the research framework 

raised before is supposed to be adjusted (see figure 3) in an attempt to conform to the 

real situation found in Sinyi Realty. Though these 11 derivative propositions are not 

discreetly examined by quantitative research method, they indeed present a general 

situation of Sinyi Realty and provide different research aspects for future study.    
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 

5.1 Conclusion  

    In terms of service-oriented companies, they always put much more emphasis on 

external customers, but somehow overlook the importance of internal customers who 

are exactly their employees. In other words, the companies are eager to sell the 

products to outside buyers, whereas less companies are willing to sell the job and the 

company to internal customers. Thus, more reports provide evidences that employees 

are treated with no respect and even their working rights are infringed by the 

employer. Accordingly, employees are hardly holding positive attitude toward the 

companies they work at, let alone the emergence of psychological ownership for the 

corporate and the brand among employees. However, Sinyi Realty makes efforts to 

carry out practices of internal marketing. Educational training programs, career 

development and generous employee welfare are widely recognized by its employees. 

When it comes to internal communication found in the working environment, brand 

communication is usually unobstructed and typically carried out in the form of 

downward dissemination; however, organizational communication, vertical one in 

particular, is somewhat impeded by senior disseminators. Though there is still room 
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for improvement in some ways of internal marketing, it is indeed a living example for 

other service companies, especially for other realty companies in Taiwan.  

    Based on literature review, once employees perceive the application of internal 

marketing designed for them, internal social exchanges (Blau, 1964; Eisenberger et 

al., 1986) between the company and its employees would finally appear to some 

extent and this actually explains the impact of internal marketing on performances of 

employee psychological ownership. As for performances of employee psychological 

ownership within Sinyi Realty, most of employees possess psychological ownership 

toward the company or the corporate brand to some extent. Some may see the places 

they work at as home or feel efficacy for certain division, store or even the company; 

on the other hand, some identify with the corporate brand or even view it as part of 

extended self. In this regard, they feel so proud of the corporate brand and would like 

to voluntarily defend against incorrect and unfavorable comments about Sinyi Realty. 

Based on the case analysis discussed above, in addition to influences exerted by 

application of internal marketing, some other factors also play decisive roles in 

affecting performance of employee psychological ownership within Sinyi Realty. 

Literally speaking, it is argued that most of employees who would like to keep 

working for Sinyi Realty hold positive attitude toward the company and further 

identify with its stressed corporate concepts and brand values, otherwise they would 
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finally choose to leave because they find themselves not able to fit in with established 

regulations and core concepts addressed by Sinyi Realty.  

    As a benchmark company, Sintyi Realty is the only listed company among other 

realty companies which indicates that it must accept rigorous inspection and strictly 

adhere to the regulations. Besides, the company scales up gradually and its annual 

revenue steadily climbs up as well. Recently, Sinyi Realty is again selected as 

Excellence in Corporate Social Responsibility in the category of large enterprises and 

awarded to the fourth place. It’s worth mentioning that it got first place in the category 

of medium-sized enterprises last year, but fell on the category of large enterprises this 

year. The fact tells that the growth of Sinyi Realty is under way in respect of scale and 

revenue. In general, Sinyi Realty not only works hard on enhancing external growth, 

but focuses on internal development within the company. Moreover, the founder of 

Sinyi Realty pays so much attention to constantly delivering corporate concepts and 

ethics in an attempt to motivate employees to integrate critical concepts and values 

with their practical operation. It is clearly that Mr. Chou aims to cultivate employees 

to become “Sinyi Men” who identify with and insist on corporate concepts, then help 

make the company famous for emphasizing and disseminating corporate ethics and 

brand values to the public, and finally bring changes to the realty industry. 

Accordingly, Sinyi Realty, as a locally-developed service-oriented company, indeed 
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brings other comparable companies several worth-learning managerial implications. 

5.2 Managerial Implications 

    Based on the facts and discussion above, there are several practical suggestions 

for management specific to Sinyi Realty. Firstly, we focus on direct supervisor, senior 

mentor, and store secretary for sales department only. The company gradually realizes 

the importance of communication; in other words, it’s necessary to build a working 

environment conducive to carrying out communication. As for direct supervisors, how 

they lead the subordinates plays a decisive role in influencing feelings of possession 

among employees toward the company or the working place they work at. In this 

regard, the company is supposed to periodically investigate the management style of 

each accountable direct supervisor regardless of administrative or sales department. 

The investigation process would be completed mostly by means of asking all the 

subordinates in anonymity their feelings about the working atmosphere and opinions 

regarding management style. Therefore, it’s more likely to ensure the working 

environment is favorable for having communication that would encourage discussion 

and interactions between direct supervisors and subordinates. Besides, senior mentors 

would be another issue. From the perspective of Sinyi Realty, on-spot training is 

considered to be indispensable and the most effective way to get the novices quickly 

being used to their responsibilities and works. Accordingly, the company would 
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assign senior mentors to the novices in order to provide needed guidance and help 

answer the questions raised by specific novice. However, not all the assigned mentors 

would like to contribute their time to teaching the newly employed. Certain novices 

would feel frustrated and even lonely when they find it’s hard to approach and get the 

resources from the assigned mentors. Sometimes some of them may feel no support 

and finally leave the company. Accordingly, the company should assign more than 1 

mentor to the novice in case the only assigned one is negligent of guiding the novice. 

Under such condition, the novice is able to approach the other assigned mentors 

instead of being stuck in one-on-one relation. Another way is to assign one senior 

mentor to more than 1 novice because the novices could be companions and don’t feel 

alone even if the mentor doesn’t do the duty. In this regard, the novices could keep 

together to find out solutions and wouldn’t feel awkward when going to other seniors 

for help.  

In terms of store secretary, it is specifically referring to the sales department. The 

position of store secretary is supposed to be the coordinator in certain store. Given 

that the store secretary doesn’t need to deal with realty sales, his/her relationship with 

other colleagues is with less conflicts. Accordingly, store secretaries has to not only 

do their own works, but to pay more attention to the interactions among colleagues. 

Further, they also need to observe and perceive working atmosphere in certain store, 
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give proper suggestions and play the role of coordinator when conflict happens. 

According to certain respondent, store secretary is supposed to regard the colleagues 

(say store manager and realty agents) as family members and be careful of their 

needs. Sometime the role of store secretary is also expected to be the bridge between 

store manager and realty agents. Specifically speaking, realty agents may express 

their feelings and opinions through the store secretary instead of directly telling the 

store manager. One way or another, the role of store secretary should take on the 

responsibility of creating a pleasant working environment.  

Secondly, for most of the respondents, vertical organizational communication is 

somewhat obstructed within Sinyi Realty. When employee desires to raise questions 

or suggestions and make a complaint, perhaps the most effective way is considered to 

be communicating with direct supervisor. As discussed above, most of problems could 

be resolved by senior supervisors by means of their experiences, but still others have 

yet to be responded. Besides, most of the respondents doubt that Mr. Chou’s mailbox 

would mail back, several insist that his mailbox would reply every mail sent from 

employees though. In this regard, the company is responsible for informing 

employees of what available communicating channels are and how to make use of 

them. Though employees may question the efficacy of communicating channels in the 

very beginning, they would gradually build confidence as long as the company 
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constantly lets employees witness the available and effective communicative channels 

that are operating normally. In addition to doing the duty of informing, the company is 

also necessary to focus on replying the questions raised by employees in time. Most 

of the respondents argue that the company doesn’t reply the questions without 

filtering. Actually the seniors who are being asked is supposed to at least report the 

progress of processing the question rather than delay or refuse to respond. Otherwise 

the negative impression of vertical communication which is impeded, especially the 

upward one, would always be kept in mind among employees. Finally employees’ 

trusts in the company would be on the wane little by little. Therefore, Sinyi Realty has 

to make efforts to make employees believe that the company pretty concerns itself 

about them. 

 Third, most of the respondents agree that employees are inclined to generate a 

sense of belonging and identification with the specific working place they work at. 

But if employees find themselves hard to fit in the working place or get along with 

other colleagues, they would then feel depressed and alone that brings negative effect 

on their working passion and performances. Perhaps it’s supposed to find another way 

to satisfy the need of having a place and establishing different kinds of clubs within 

the company would be another choice. Establishment of clubs is based on 

miscellaneous interests and specialties owned by employees. Having similar hobby 
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would help generate a more tight connection among employees and they are more 

likely to make good friends with others in the company. Though some employees may 

not feel sense of belonging toward their working place, they actually form their 

identification with the clubs they attend. In this regard, these employees still obtain a 

sense of belonging within the company and this situation may somewhat have positive 

impact on turnover rate for Sinyi Realty. Besides, lifting team-work spirits for 

employees would be considered to be another effective way to increase sense of 

belonging and identification with the working place. Accordingly, the company is 

supposed to regularly hold teamwork-based activities or competitions for employees. 

Each team is based on groups of employees who work together at the same unit. The 

purpose of holding related competitions and challenges is to lift teamwork spirit and 

increase cohesion among employees who physically work together, especially for 

realty agents. Little by little, employees are more likely to regard their colleagues as 

friends rather than coworkers only; moreover, employees would become inclined to 

share and help each other instead of preventing themselves from others. As for realty 

agents in particular, they are more likely to possess territoriality of psychological 

ownership with concern of sales performances; however, realty agents who have 

higher teamwork spirit would like to share information and experiences with other 

agents which indicates they gradually choose to adopt promotive psychological 
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ownership. Under such circumstance, employees tend to possess greater working 

morale and passion, actively interact with other colleagues, and generate higher sense 

of belonging and identification with the company and the working place in particular.  

Lastly, many respondents mention that their works are getting routine and it ends 

up losing working passion. Once employees feel bored about the works, ensuing work 

efficiency and performances would be getting worse which definitely brings negative 

effect on the company. What’s worse, some employees even consider they are not 

valued by the company any more since they get little or no sense of accomplishment 

from their jobs. As a result, it’s indeed necessary to understand employees’ job 

inclination by means of regularly and systematically investigating tendencies of career 

development specific to employees. Based on the previous discussion above, whether 

the work is challenging and whether employees obtain a sense of accomplishment 

derived from the work do have direct impact on organizational psychological 

ownership among employees. After realizing their feelings and opinions about career 

development, the company is supposed to provide proper suggestions and instructions 

for employees in need. And this work is better completed by the help of each 

accountable direct supervisor. In fact, direct supervisors are responsible for 

subordinates’ working passion, efficiency and performances to some extent. 

Therefore, direct supervisors should firstly understand each employee’s specific 
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situation and then actively discuss with them current situation of works and how to 

reinforce the weaker and undesirable parts. At last, they together make a career plan 

that aims to help certain employees again find their working passion and further raise 

sense of accomplishment. In this regard, employees who claim to possess less or no 

working passion and sense of accomplishment would again feel efficacy over the 

works, not to mention their ensuing positive attitudes toward the company.   

5.3 Suggestions for Future Study 

    As for present study, there are several limitations which somehow can be seen as 

suggestions for future studies in reverse. Firstly, qualitative research is adopted by this 

study which means its ability of generalization is restricted to some extent. Selecting 

Sinyi Realty as research target is not a random choice and selection of respondents 

also heavily relies on introduction by the advisor and friends. Besides, adoption of in-

depth semi-structured interview limits the number of respondents to a few because 

one researcher has limited time and strength to conduct all the interviews. Further, 

present study only analyzes one company to deeply explore its current condition, 

whereas future study could choose as many companies as possible in an effort to 

generalize a conclusion that is applicable to other industries. As such, solving the 

problem of lacking in huge amount of samplings could somehow improve the ability 

of generalization of the research. Second of all, present study collects all the first-
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hand materials within one month. It is argued that practices of internal marketing and 

performances of psychological ownership among employees are changeable and full 

of dynamics. Therefore, collecting and analyzing long-term data is likely to acquire 

more stable and credible results and further provides different and diverse 

perspectives for the research. Accordingly, extending the duration of collecting data 

would be another feasible direction for future study.  

    Third, present study only focuses on analyzing Sinyi Realty and the ensuing key 

findings and implications are considered to be exclusive. Specifically, here comes a 

question that whether the operational mode and resulting pattern found in Sinyi Realty 

could be applied to companies in different industry. Results of this study show that 

Sinyi Realty can be seen as a corporate example, but for different industrial 

companies it’s hard to make use of all the practices and implications derived from 

Sinyi Realty. In addition, there are different situations for different realty companies 

in terms of either directly-managed or franchised stores. After all, two different types 

of management are supposed to pair with respective corresponding application of 

internal marketing, and disparity in performances of employee psychological 

ownership is also anticipated. As a result, future study is suggested to do comparison 

between different industries or different companies in the same industry to figure out 

the disparities and commonalities.  
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    Fourth, possessing stronger psychological ownership among employees doesn’t 

ensure that degree of ensuing customer satisfaction is much higher. In terms of 

service-oriented companies, they think highly of feelings and feedback derived from 

customers. There are several factors that influence customer satisfaction and 

employee psychological ownership would be one of them. Specifically, the higher the 

degree of psychological ownership among employees, the more likely employees 

possess favorable working attitudes and altruistic behaviors. Further, customers would 

feel satisfied when they are served by employees who possess higher degree of 

psychological ownership for the company or the corporate brand. In this regard, 

exploring the relation between employee psychological ownership and customer 

satisfaction by means of whether qualitative or quantitative method provides another 

worthwhile research topic for future study. Lastly, the concept of ESOP (Employee 

Stock Ownership Plan) is getting more and more popular currently when it comes to 

employee psychological ownership. What will performances of employee 

psychological ownership become if the company allows its employees to possess 

company’s stock on their own? As such, future study may explore the impact of ESOP 

on feelings of possession for the company found in its employees.   
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Appendix A: Previous Designed Questions 

Questions Regarding Internal Marketing  

A. Investment in Employee Development 

(a) How do you think of investing in employee development? 

  

(b) Does Sinyi Realty provide training courses for its employees? (If so, what are 

they? And are the courses different in terms of different departments? ) 

 

(c) How does Sinyi Realty consider skill and knowledge development? Would it 

be an investment or expense? Does skill and knowledge development of 

employees happen as an ongoing process or as an event? 

 

(d) How does Sinyi Realty’s performance measurement and reward and 

punishment systems work? 

 

(e) What is the current situation of employee welfare in Sinyi Realty? 

 

(f) Are there any promotion opportunities designed for employee? 

 

(g) How does Sinyi Realty assist its employees in planning future career?  

 

(h) Has there ever been barriers during the process of investing in employee 

development? 

 

B. Corporate Culture 

(a) Does Sinyi Realty offer its employees a vision that they can hold of and 

believe in? (What is it?) 

  

(b) How do you think corporate culture as a pillar of supportive environment? 

Which kind of corporate culture do you emphasize most found in Sinyi 

Realty? 

 

(c) Do employers actively collect feedback from employees as to improve their 
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jobs? (If so, by which means?) 

 

(d) Do supervisors give proper instructions to employees in time? 

 

(e) Are there any working policies and procedure manuals to regulate employees 

of Sinyi Realty? To what extent dose Sinyi Realty allow its employees the 

freedom to stimulate their working capabilities and talents? 

 

(f) Do you think Sinyi Realty works at weaving empowerment fabric into its 

culture? 

 

(g) Does Sinyi Realty work on improving interactions between employers and 

employees and among employees? 

 

(h) Has there any employee complained about the corporate culture? (If so, how 

do affiliated employers deal with that situation?) 

 

(i) When it happened to have negative report about Sinyi Realty, are you 

confident that the established corporate culture would be useful for reducing 

the negative impact and further resolving the problem? 

 

C. Organizational Communication 

(a) Does Sinyi Realty place emphasis on communicating with its employees? 

How do you think of communicating with the employees? 

  

(b) How does Sinyi Realty communicate its corporate vision to employees? 

 

(c) Does Sinyi Realty communicate to employees the importance of their roles? 

(If so, is it through formal or informal communication?) 

 

(d) Do employers periodically and voluntarily care for and discuss with 

employees on different issues? How to carry out the conversations and 

activities directed at employees? 

 

(e) Is it possible for employees to have complaints within the company? (If so, 

how?) On the other hand, how do employers deal with this situation? 

 

(f) Are there formal and informal gatherings for both employers and employees 
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to attend? What would they do respectively in these meetings? 

 

(g) How do employers do to enhance employee’s identification with Sinyi 

Realty? 

 

(h) How to ensure vertical and horizontal communication is effectively 

implemented within the organization? 

 

(i) Is there any difficulties happened when carrying out organizational 

communication? 

 

(j) When it happens to have negative report about Sinyi Realty, would 

employers voluntarily communicate it to the employees? (If so, how?) 

 

D. Brand Communication 

(a) Does the corporate stress the importance of brand communication? What do 

you think is the integral part of brand communication within Sinyi Realty? 

  

(b) How do employers communicate brand values to employees? Is there any 

brand objective for employees to follow? 

 

(c) How to improve employee’s brand knowledge and spirit? How to motivate 

employees to have positive attitude and a sense of responsibility toward the 

brand “Sinyi Realty” through brand communication? (for example, through 

certain brand-related activities) 

 

(d) Do employers usually communicate brand values through formal or informal 

channels? (If so, what kinds of formal or informal channels do they use?) 

 

(e) Have you ever been a leading role in the process of doing brand 

communication? Besides, is it involved one department or cross-

departmental coordination? 

 

(f) Are employees allowed to raise their own opinions regarding brand values? 

(If so, how do they submit their advices?) 

 

(g) Does Sinyi Realty periodically assess efficacy of brand communication 

within the corporate? 
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(h) Is there any difficulties happened when carrying out brand communication? 

 

(i) When it happened to have negative report specific to the brand of Sinyi 

Realty, how would the company communicate it to its employees? 

 

Questions Regarding Employee Psychological Ownership 

A. Organizational Psychological Ownership 

(a) Are you feeling comfortable and pleasure when you are in the company? Do 

you feel you belong to this company? (for example, you’re feeling “at home” 

in the company) 

  

(b) Have you ever sensed a possessive feeling for your company? In other 

words, do you think the company is extended part of you? (If so, could you 

please describe the situation then?) (If not, what are the reasons do you 

think?) 

 

(c) Are you confident in making a positive difference in the company? Further, 

would you think of yourself a contributor to the company’s success? 

 

(d) Would you take the successes and failures of the company as your personal 

successes and failures? 

 

(e) Do you feel the need to defend your company to the outsiders when it is 

criticized? On the other hand, do you feel the need to support the company’s 

policies and objectives? 

 

(f) Would you accept full responsibility for your actions and consequences of 

your decisions within the company? (If you have that experience, please 

describe the situation then) 

 

(g) If you saw something that was done wrong, would you tell the company 

without hesitation? (If you have that experience, please describe the situation 

then) 

 

(h) Do you think people you work with at the company should not invade your 
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own work space? Do you feel the need to protect your belongings or even 

ideas from being used by others in the company? (If so, do you have any 

comparable experience? if not, have you ever experienced the comparable 

situation made by others?) 

 

(i) Do you feel you have more ownership for the company now, or back then? 

(Please tell me the differences between now and the past based on your 

answer; if your answer is “the past”, please tell us in what ways do you think 

the company is supposed to change in order for you to feel the same way 

back then?) 

    

B. Brand Psychological Ownership 

(a) How do you think of the brand of Sinyi Realty? Do you think the corporate 

brand is your brand, namely the extended image of yourself? 

  

(b) Do you identify the brand values and vision of Sinyi Realty? What do you 

think is the most critical corporate’s value? Has your idea been in conflict 

with Sinyi Realty’s value proposition? (If so, could you please describe that 

experience then?) 

 

(c) Do you think you’re capable of having an influence on the corporate brand? 

Besides, have you had the experience of communicating corporate’s brand 

values to the others? (regardless of insiders or outsiders) 

 

(d) Had you ever successfully brought up brand-related suggestions to your 

employers? If so, could you please describe the situation then? 

 

(e) Do you think you’re responsible for having a good command of the 

corporate’s brand value? Are you confident in yourself to carry out the brand 

values and vision of Sinyi Realty? 

 

(f) When facing the criticism specific to the brand of “Sinyi Realty”, are you 

willing to voluntarily figure out the reasons or further think up the possible 

solution? 

 

(g) Given the fact that Sinyi Realty has received countless rewards since its 

foundation, would you consider yourself as part of these accomplishments? 
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(h) Has there been any brand-related activities held by Sinyi Realty before? (If 

so, did you take part in the activity? If not, would you want to suggest 

holding related activities in the future?) 

 

(i) Do you feel you have higher ownership toward the brand of Sinyi Realty 

now, or back then? (Please tell me the differences between now and the past 

based on your own answer; If the answer is “the past”, please tell us in what 

ways do you think Sinyi Realty is supposed to change in order for you to feel 

the same way toward this corporate brand back then?) 
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Appendix B: Interview Guide 

(English Version) 

 What is your motivation and background of choosing Sinyi Realty as your 

career? 

  

 How do you feel when you work at Sinyi Realty? For example, do you consider 

staying in the company is just like staying at home that makes you feel secure 

and comfortable? 

 

 How do you view the relationship between yourself and the company? For 

example, do you think you’re capable of exerting certain influence over the 

company? 

 

 What is your opinion on company’s investment in career development for 

employees?  

 

 What do you think of the performance of both organizational and brand 

communication being carried out by the company?  

 

 What do you think of the company you work for now? Is there a change to your 

present feeling toward the company compared to it in the past? 

 

 How do you feel about the external brand image of Sinyi Realty? Compare your 

present feeling toward it to that in the past? 

 

 What is your stand on corporate culture and brand value? 

 

 What impressed you the most in your term of office? What are the good and bad 

time you had been through in the company? 
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(Chinese Version) 

 受訪者進入信義房屋的背景動機 

  

 對於在信義房屋任職的感受，例如待在公司就如同在家裡一般，感到舒適

與安心 

 

 如何看待自己與公司之間的關係，例如自己是否有能力影響組織 

 

 如何看待公司對員工職涯發展的投注 

 

 自身與組織內部溝通的情況 

 

 如何看待自己所身處的這個組織，比較過去與現在心境上有什麼樣的轉變 

 

 描述自身對信義房屋品牌外在形象的感受，從過去到現在心境上面的轉變 

 

 描述自身對公司文化與願景的看法 

 

 描述在任職期間印象最深刻的事，或是所歷經過的高低潮 

 

 


